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Commandant's
Comments
Colonel Donald K. Griffin

I am honored and delighted to accept the responsibility of Commandant of the U.S. Army
Organizational Effectiveness Center and School.
I look forward to continuing the fine work that has
been taking place throughout the OE community
to foster a more effective Army. We at OECS are in
the midst of an ambitious transition. Here is what
is taking place:
First, we are clarifying the purpose of OECS.
Since that is also linked to defining the purpose of
OE, we are doing this in coordination with OESOs
throughout the Army to include DA, MACOMs,
TRADOC, and CAC and using agencies and activ·
ities, including the Center for Army Leadership.
Second, we are using the process that is familiar
to most OESOs. We are defining missions, goals,
and objectives that will achieve the OECS purpose. We are committed to the following:
• Decide where OECS should be in two years.
• Forge a link to commanders to assess their
needs and advise them of our capabilities to
improve unit effectiveness.
• Strengthen the link to OESOs in the field to
help them solve complex problems and to
bring their experience into the classroom.
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• Modify the OECS program of instruction to
train what is needed by the Army.
I am pleased with the progress we are making.
While we haven't heard from all interested agencies and OESOs, the purpose will have this focus:
• Help Army leaders build organizations and
systems that can win the Airland Battle.
• Integrate behavioral, management, and sys·
terns skills using the human dimension as the
foundation.
• Solve complex problems that impede human
performance.
• Cause parts of organizations and systems to
work well individually and together.
While we at OECS are making a determined
effort to involve others in our progress, we will
undoubtedly miss some important ideas, comments or criticisms. In that regard, we encourage
you to get involved. We do not seek consensus; we
want what is right for the Army. Consensus will
follow. Please call or send your comments directly
to me or contact any of the staff and faculty at
OECS. o
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Editorial Page

The Army OE Journal is continuously looking
for articles that will help commanders, staffs and
OESOs address issues that are inherent in large
complex systems. Some suggestions for topics are:
• How to help organizations solve their own
problems.
• Management of change in large, complex
organizations.
• Organizational and systems leadership.
• Strategic planning.
• Examples of OE skills being applied to solve
complex problems.

There was a significant number of editing mistakes made in the article "OE and CombatUSAREUR" that appeared in the Army OE Journal, pages 56-57, issue 1-84. The illustration, "Organizational Process Competence," is reprinted
here with corrections. My sincere apologies to the
authors.
Organizational Process Competence
COMPETENCY NECESSARY
TO ACCOMPLISH PROCESSING

l REALITY
TESTING

• The management of information flow.
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• Force Integration.
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• Organizational issues unique to Infantry
Division (Light) or Division 86.
• Integrating Systems.
The Army Organizational Effectiveness
Journal depends on your input.
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... acquire peace of mind by becoming the best that you are capable of
becoming. -John Wooden
The price of greatness is responsibility. -Winston Churchhill
The reason why worry kills more people than work is that more people
worry than work. -Robert Frost
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Changes To The
Organizational Effectiveness Program
General William R. Richardson

General William R. Richardson is the Commander of the
United States Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort
Monroe, Virginia.
Editor's Note: General Richardson sent this message to the
MACOM commanders in a letter dated 8 March 1984.

As a result oflast October's Army Commanders'
Conference, decisions were made to proceed with
curriculum changes at the Organizational Effectiveness Center and School (OECS), and to review
the overall direction of the OE Program. A General
Officer Steering Committee, comprised of LTG
Vuono, MG Forman, and BG(P) Conrad met
recently and refocused the concept of OE to meet
the greatest needs of the Army. The resulting definition of Organizational Effectiveness is that it
is a process by which behavioral, management,
and systems science practices and principles are
used in organizations in a planned and systemic
way to attain such goals as greater organizational
competence, organizational efficiency, and
human resource development.
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The Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officers
(OESO) will be assigned at division or higher level
headquarters as special staff officers working
directly for the command group. These successful,
experienced, and highly trained individuals will
have received training in the behavioral, management, and systems sciences. Their unique capability is the application of skills drawn from these
disciplines to enhance the effectiveness of organizations in accordance with the desires of the command group. Without assuming responsibility for
a major functional area, their primary focus is the
human dimension aspects of complex systems,
especially those that cross functional or command
lines. Their ultimate objective is an organization
better able to respond to the demands of its constantly changing environment.
The Commandant, OECS, is restructuring the
curriculum to train OESOs to meet the Army's
most important future challenges. The OESO
course has been expanded from 16 to 19 weeks and
retains relevant instruction on current OE skills
and a clear focus on the human dimension. These
skills will be enhanced by additional instruction
in systems and organizational theory, computer
applications, information management, quantitative analysis, and "How the Army Runs." The
curriculum will produce graduates prepared to
work at division and higher levels on the human
dimension aspects of Armywide systems and
issues, such as force integration, new manning
systems, and unit reorganizations.
The General Officer Steering Committee will
meet again this summer to review the OECS
program of instruction and to consider study
group recommendations on the selection, training, assignment, and utilization of the OESO.
As we move forward with these initiatives, we
will be soliciting your input. Request your continued support in our efforts to provide an OE Program fully prepared to meet the needs of the Total
Army. D
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High Performing Staffl
Part II: Developing and Sustaining the HPS
Major(P) Henry L. Thompson

In Part F of this article I defined a high performing staff (HPS), discussed its characteristics, and
described a generic HPS model. Part II attempts to
transcend the current literature on high performance by articulating "an" approach to the development of a HPS and discussing some of the pitfalls to be avoided in order to sustain high performance. The assumption is also made that the
commander has decided to become proactive. That
is, he is ready to break the reactive habit and begin
taking responsibility for the organization's future.
The development of a HPS requires the application of modern technology to enhance generic
staff competencies, interpersonal dynamics, and
adaptation to environments and stressors. To
accomplish this the commander must first recognize the need for developing an HPS. Next comes
the use of the reverse planning process to identify
the desired future state, or vision (figure 1). The
vision is a general description of the future state of
the staff. That is, a general description of what the
staff will be doing at a particular point in time. A
new battalion commander, for example, may
select a point 18 months in the future for his
vision.

Major(~>) Heaey L. Thoml*)J1 is~ author·

To begin the developmental planning the commander must ask and obtain the answers to three
basic questions:
1. Where are we going? (Future state-vision)
2. Where al'e we now? (Current state)
3. How do we get there from here? (Developmental plan)

Where Are We Going?
The question of "Where are we going?" is designed to cause the commander to create a vision
of the staffs future state; to clarify organizational
goals. Therefore, the commander must clearly
identify what the staff is required to do. This can
be accomplished by determining the unit's tactical
and non-tactical missions as specified by the next
higher echelon, the appropriate Army Training
and Evaluation Program (ARTEP), implied tasks,
and generic staff competencies. 3
The mission identification process results in a
very long list. Because of the paucity of training
resources, it will be necessary to prioritize the list.
It should also be readily apparent that many of the
missions are generically the same and can be
placed into the same or related categories.
Battlefield characteristics, such as non-linearity, sleep loss, nuclear/ chemical weapons, and
stress can be expected to affect the staffs future
state. Thus, they must be given consideration
when developing the vision.
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gtbics, IJSJ\.QGS9. F'ortt.e~ven\V~ ~
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USAOQSC .•
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He has ~eyed in a V3J'ietY of
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su.ff positions in Vietnall1. Korea, ~tl ~onti·
nental Utii~d States.
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'I want to thank all of the individuals that contributed to this work
by their encouragement, knowledge, and criticism. Especially
worthy of praise are LTC Boyd Harris and LTC Bob Brace. MAJ Ed
Mitchell deserves credit in that he planted the seed for this work
during his student year at CGSC.

'Thompson, H. High Performing Staffs: Part I. Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, Vol 8, No 1, pp. 7-15, 1984.
'Thompson, op. ell.
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The individual and unit HPS characteristics
discussed in Part I should be inherent in the vision ,
even though the generality of the vision statement
may preclude them from being explicitly stated. It
is worth mentioning again that the vision statement is a general one, allowing for the inevitable
changes that will have to be made.
The discussion of the vision up to this point has
been basically an analytical one. The analytical
or reductionist approach is useful for identifying
component parts, but it must not be allowed to
override the fact that a staff is a system. As a system the staffs true nature is only revealed when
all of the components are viewed together.
As the staffs missions are being categorized
and studied, a vision should begin to form. It is
essential to create a detailed, living color vision.
The vision provides the commander and the staff
a standard against which to compare and contrast
the staffs current state and, thus, begin developing a plan for reaching the future state.
The vision must also be clearly communicated
to all of the staffs members. Everyone in the staff
must see the "big picture" (vision). The vision then
becomes a guiding light on which each staff member can focus his energy. Only when each staff
member is able to align his own goals with those of
the whole staff will the maximum synergistic
effect be obtained. Major Bill Speer 4 compares the
lack of individual-staff goal alignment to that of a
"star burst." The staff members are all moving
into the dark in different directions. Thus, synergism never develops.
With the staffs future state clearly envisioned,
the commander may now turn to determining its
current state.

Where Are We Now?
Perhaps an even more difficult question to
answer than "Where a:t:e we going?" is "Where are
we now?" Each of us, without hesitation, seems to
be able to rank order the battalions in a brigade on
demand. But, how do we do it? The general response is that we "feel" it in our "gut."Whatdowe
feel? How do we feel ? How do we know we are correct? The answers to the latter questions do not
flow so readily. I propose that there is a general
method to our unconscious selection process. My
rationale for such a proposal stems from recent research in cognitive psychology and is beyond the
realm of this paper. Fortunately, however, there
are some conscious techniques for determining a
staff member's or staffs location on the effectiveness continuum. (Note: The staff as well as the individuals should be assessed.)
A valid argument could be made that there are
numerous critical factors that should be used to
determine the current effectiveness of a staff. I
have chosen what I see as the 3 major dimensions
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

on which to assess the staff and its members that
should provide a prototype measurement in relation to the HPS vision; human, operational, and
environmental. The assessment described below
is made by the commander with the assistance of
his staff.

The Human Dimension
The human dimension refers to both individual
characteristics and interpersonal interactions.
The first step in assessing the human dimension is
to develop an historical profile of the staff. The
following questions may assist the commander in
developing the profile.
• How long have the key members of the staff
been working together?
• How long has the current commander been in
command?
• Did the current commander emerge from the
staff?
The dimension can be divided into four subdimensions; job maturity, psychological maturity, goal setting, and adaptability. The subjective
ratings the commander gives the individual or
staff on these sub-dimensions provide an overall
(subjective) profile on the human dimension. Although there are sophisticated psychological
instruments capable of providing the commander
feedback on these sub-dimensions, their use by
the commander is probably not feasible. Thus, I
recommend a thorough, logical, common sense
approach.
The first two sub-dimensions to be discussed
below refer to maturity. The context in which
maturity is used here is very similar to its use in
the Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership
Model5 • Maturity is task specific.

Job maturity. This refers to the ability of the
member or staff to perform a particular task. The
ability to perform a task is influenced by variables
such as problem solving ability, doctrinal knowledge, task relevant skills, communication ability
and doctrinal procedures. There are numerou~
concrete evaluation methods for evaluating each
of these areas. For example, to assess doctrinal
knowledge you would collect data in the following
areas:
• Staff procedures
• Unit specific tactics
• General knowledge of speciality areas (for example, operations. High job maturity indicates
a high degree of proficiency and a minimal requirement for supervision.)
'Personal communication with CPT(P) Bill Speer, U.S. Army
Command and General Staff College, Advanced Military Studies
Program, October, 1983.
'Hersey, P. & Blanchard, K. Management or Organizational Behavior. Englewoods Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982.
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Psychological maturity. Let me say at the
outset that I am not advocating that leaders need
to be professional psychologists. I do think, however, that leaders must have a basic understanding of human behavior. Psychological maturity,
as used here, is a label to describe an individual's
or staffs willingness to perform a task. Willingness is affected by confidence and commitment
and manifests in the form of observable behaviors
such as willingness to take the leadership or follower role, initiative, and motivation.
Goal setting ability. This refers to the ability
(and practice) to set high, but attainable goals.
Striving for and reaching excellence rather than
perfection. The goal setting ability of the staff will
directly effect the staffs ability to assist the commander in formulating the HPS development
plan.
Adaptability. The only constant factor on the
battlefield is change. Previously mentioned
research has demonstrated the importance of
adaptability on the battlefield. You will recall
from Part I that the infantry battalions in the
FORGE studies that were unable to adapt to the
simulated combat conditions continued to decline
in performance. Those that cannot adapt rapidly
enough will not survive. In fact, adaptability is
required for the survival of any system. What are
some of the characteristics of an adaptable individual/staff?
Adaptation infers being able to learn. Learning
through both programmed education and training
as well as trial and error. One of the current "buzz
words" is freedom to fail. Colonel John Beasley,
former Chief of the Center for Leadership and
Ethics, Fort Leavenworth, KS, may have phrased
it better when he said, "It's not freedom to fail that
we want. It's the freedom to learn from failure."
Freedom to learn from failure requires a command
climate that is oriented toward being motivated to
achieve rather than one that is motivated to avoid
failure. It is also important to remember that for
the individual/staff to learn from failure that it
must receive feedback.
Operational Dimension

The operational dimension refers to those
factors that directly impact, from an operational
perspective, on the staffs ability to function.
These factors can be categorized into five subdimensions; mission, organization, doctrine, command and control competencies, and procedures.
Mission. The mission of the Total Army 6 is to
deter any attack upon U.S. national interests and,
if deterrence fails, to engage and defeat any enemy
in any environment. Although this is a broad
statement, it affects on all military units by
generating many unit specific sub-missions. Each
of these sub-missions impacts on the operation of
the staff. For example, a maneuver unit must be
8

able to fight any type of battle on any type of terrain. Additionally, there are numerous peacetime
missions that enhance or detract from the unit's
ability to meet its war time missions. Peacetime
missions are the most easily evaluated by the commander. Realistic combat training, such as that at
the National Training Center, will give the commander an indication of the staffs ability to operate under combat conditions.
Organization. When we hear the term organization, it creates visions of wire diagrams and organizational charts. We also tend to make the assumption that all infantry battalions, for example,
are organized the same. A close examination reveals that there are some organizational differences. Examples are, "Does the battalion use a
Jump Command Post?," "Where is the S3 and
what are his duties?" The answers to these questions vary across the Army and from one commander to another. As the hierarchical unit level
increases, so does variation. The answers to the
above questions also impact on the effectiveness
and efficiency of the staff. Thus, the commander
has organizational variables that require evaluation.
Doctrine. Doctrine refers to the staffs set of
principles or rules governing its operation. In the
case of the Army, the battle doctrine is articulated
in field manuals (I<"'M) such as FM 100-5, Operations
and FM 22-100, Military Leadership. Doctrine is
one of the tools of standardization that allows
multiple units to synchronize their efforts toward
a common goaL Thus, it is essential that the staff
members and staff be intimately familiar with
doctrine. Doctrine provides the "how to" knowledge. Assessing doctrinal knowledge can be accomplished by observing the staff in action,
asking questions, conducting command post exercises, or other activities that cause the staff to demonstrate the application of doctrinal knowledge.
Despite the obvious importance of doctrine and
ease of evaluation, one of the most common findings at the National Training Center is a lack of
doctrinal knowledge in the battle staffs.
Command and Control Competencies. During Part I, I implied that a staffs efficiency and
effectiveness is globally related to seven critical
command and control competencies; acquiring information, communicating information, decision
making, contingency actions, communicating decisions, execution, and feedback. The battle staff
assessment procedure used by Organizational
Effectiveness Staff Officers, or the High Performing Staff Assessment (HPSA) taught and used by
the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College provides an effective means of collecting data
on the staffs strengths and weaknesses in these
competencies.
•Field Manual 22-100, Military Leadership, October, 1983.
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Procedures. The staff uses doctrinal procedures to tum doctrinal knowledge into action. The
efficiency of the procedures are directly related to
the effectiveness of the staff. The modem battlefield requires that many of today's procedures he
standardized. The Army Standardization Program (Army Regulation 350-1, chapter 5) states as
one of its objectives, "Reduce the effects of personnel turbulence following reassignment." The
program is not designed to degrade initiative, but
to provide a modular effect to replacing critical
personnel. Figure 2 depicts some other areas that
may need standardization.

As with the human dimension, the subjective
summation of the above sub-dimensions provide
the commander with an operational profile of the
staff.
The Environmental Dimension

The environmental dimension involves those
external factors that impact on the staff and enhance or degrade its ability to reach its goal. The
multiplicity of the environment makes it somewhat difficult to reduce the number of sub-dimensions. I have chosen the following seven sub-dimensions as an initial attempt at simplifying the
dimension.
Area of Operation. This sub-dimension not
only refers to the geographic area of the world in
which the staff must operate, hut also the impact
of the culture and social structure, other larger organizations that may have operational control
over the staff (unit), and the command climate of
the parent organization. An indication of the
ability of the staff to operate in different environments can he obtained by techniques as simple as
asking questions or the more complex techniques
of observing the staff operating in "realistic" environments, such as the National Training
Center.
Intensity. The intensity of battle significantly
impacts on the procedures the staff uses in battle.
For example, the Grenada operation, after the first
few hours allowed for the use of helicopters without gunship escorts, SPECTER AC-130 gunships,
and the elimination of specific enemy locations
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

without collateral damage 7 • Although it may not
have seemed like it to the special operations forces
involved in the initial phases of the operation,
Grenada was a low-intensity operation. As the intensity of battle increases, the complexity of the
battlefield will increase. The staff's ability to
adapt to intensity can he subjectively or operationally evaluated by the commander during training.
Resources. This refers basically to time, equipment, and personnel. Does the staff have its basic
load of these resources? What is the quality ofthe
resources? What percentage of the resources are
deployable on short notice? Obviously the answers
to these questions affect the effectiveness of the
staff.
Time. Time is a resource, hut it is also considered
as a separate dimension because it transcends all
aspects of the staff. It can he a standard for which
we strive. It can also he our biggest enemy. The
commander should assess how well the staff manages its time as well as how it operates under reduced time. Sun Tzu 8 provides these thoughts on
the importance of time:
"Rapidity is the essence of war; take advantage of the enemy's unreadiness, make
your way by unexpected routes, and attack
unguarded spots."
Information. Information is rapidly becoming
one of the major dimensions of staff operations.
As discussed earlier, the commander and staffhave
access to more information than they can effectively process. Figure 3 shows an example of the
inability to effectively handle information during
Exercise "Nifty Nugget" conducted in the late 70's 9 •

The potential magnitude of the problem is even
greater today. A very dramatic example of inefficiency of information processing was demonstrated in the Grenada operation. There was certain critical intelligence information needed by
the assault forces prior to the assault that did not
get "down" to the force until three days too late.
The staff must he able to efficiently process
information.
'Personal communication. U.S. Army Grenada Study Group,
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, February, 1984.
'Griffith, S. Sun Tzu: The Art of War. New York: Oxford University Press. 1982.
•Malone, D. "An Army of Excellence." Unpublished Manuscript,
1983.
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Stressors. All environments come equipped
with numerous stressors. Some are common to all
environments, some are environment specific. A
short brainstorming session can identify most of
these. The commander can ask if these have been
identified, if contingencies have been planned,
and observe the staffs reaction to stressors in a
realistic training environment.
Technology. The effect of technology is probably the major difference between the staffs of historical fame and the Airland Battle staffs. Is the
staff "up" on the latest technology of both "our"
side and the threat? How does that staff use the
technology?
The environmental dimension is just as important as the other two, but its assessment may be
somewhat more difficult.
The general profiles of the three dimensions
above provide the commander with an assessment
of where he is currently located on the high performance continuum. It may be feasible to use a
"weighting" method in computing the final profile.
For example, the commander may want to weight
the human dimension the most, followed by the
operational, then the environmental. The rationale
for this weighting is that the HPS responds to the
operational and environmental demands primarily
through its people.
With a vision in mind and the location of the
starting point, the commander is now ready to
begin plotting his route to the vision.
How Do We Get There From Here?
I stated earlier that it was essential to have a
vision. The vision allows us to begin identifying
the goals, objectives, and tasks that must be
accomplished to make the vision a reality.
Goals are the major sub-components of the
vision. Like the vision, they are stated in general,
unmeasurable, but more specific terms. For ex-

ample, "We want a staff capable of maintaining
its effectiveness in a continuous operations environment."
Objectives are the major sub-components of
goals. They are stated in percise, measurable terms
and may be assigned to a specific functional area
within the staff. Objectives may also have a time
by which they are to be accomplished. An example
might be, "Sixty days from now we will be able to
operate the Tactical Command Post (TAC-CP) in a
dispersed mode."
Tasks are the concrete, measurable work events
that must occur in order to meet an objective. For
example, "Designated staff personnel will become
proficient in the use of the Tactical Computer System that we will use when operating in a dispersed
mode."
After the goals, objectives, and tasks are identified, they must be prioritized. This includes checking them against the current state of the staff.
That is, the staff may already be proficient in
many of the tasks, or have accomplished some of
the objectives. Of course we do not want the staff
to lose proficiency in these areas, but priority for
change will go to the ones that must still be accomplished.
Along with the goals, objectives, and tasks, the
commander must formulate his concept of operation for the change. FC 26-16, Commander's Guide
to Force Integration, recommends the following
items be included:
• Clearly defined types of changes.
• An analysis of the impact of the unit's functions, people, and functional systems.
• Specification of the rate of change.
• Identification of the people who are crucial in
assisting the change.
• Identification of ways to set a positive staff
climate for the change.
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Planning for Change

Hersey and Blanchard 10 define change as " ... attempting to reduce the discrepancies between the
real (actual) and the ideal." They also go on to explain four levels of change and two types of organizational change. The four levels of change, in
increasing difficulty are, (I) knowledge, (2) attitudes, (3) individual behavior, and (4) group behavior. I mention the change difficulty not to create pessimism, but to add to the commander's
arsenal.
The two types of change are participative and
directive. Participative change is "bottom up"
change made by educating the staff members and
letting them share in the ownership of the change.
This type of change seems to work best with a staff
that is relatively high on the task and psychological
maturity sub-dimensions. Participative change
tends to be long lasting.lts major disadvantage is
that it is slow to occur.
Directive change is "top down" change imposed
on the staff from the commander or other higher
external force. For example, the commander, without warning, may say to the staff, "All staff
members without exception, will begin wearing
helmets in garrison during duty hours." This type
of change works best with a staff that is relatively
low on the task and psychological sub-dimensions.
Exceptions may be in combat situations where
rapid change is needed. For directive change to be
effective; the commander must have sufficient
position power (coercive, connection, reward, and
legitimate power). A disadvantage of this type of
change is that it requires the presence of the commander to maintain it.
Figure 5 presents a sequential model for planning
change. Steps 1-3 have been accomplished at this
point. The commader must now compare and contrast the vision with the current state, formulate
action steps to reach the vision, implement the
action steps, continue reviewing and fine tuning,
and eventually begin the change process again.
Before the commander begins to make any
changes, he should be aware that there will probably be a resistance to the change, especially if the
staffs perception of its current state is "good."
The larger the staff, the greater the difficulty in
bringing about the change. There are various reasons for resistance to change, but the most common
is that change is disruptive to the established patterns of operation. A great deal of security is obtained when an individual learns the rules of operating in a particular structured system. When the
rules change and personal security is reduced, fear
develops. An extra effort is required on the part of
the individual to learn the new rules.
The staff members may have strong vested interests in the current method of staff operation.
Quite often, changes are perceived as being made
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2- 1984

Figure 5

STEP 1

Sequential
Planning
Model

'
just for the sake of change. Staffs, like individuals
experiencing traumatic life changes (terminal illness, etc.) go through the stages of (1) denial that
the change is necessary, (2) turmoil or anger, (3)
adjustment, and (4) acceptance.
To overcome the resistance to change, the commander should consider the following:
• Recognize that the peer group will provide the
major influence on willingness to change. Involvement of the members of staff sections in
planning (participative change) and implementing the developmental plan will help insure that the staff members can see the vision
and the payoffs for changing as well as providing ownership in the change.
• Change must be slow, incremental, sequential, and progressive. (Previous exceptions
have been mentioned.)
• The changes should appear positive and produce some immediately recognizable payoff.
• Provide rewards and incentives for successes
during the change period.
• Maintain a healthy command climate.
• Abandon a particular change that is not working after a reasonable amount of time.

'

0

Hersey and Blanchard, op. cit.
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Training and Education

If our developmental plan is to be effective we
must implement an education and training program to close the current state-future state gap.
The training model depicted in Figure 6 indicates
that training should start with the individual,
then proceed through the section, staff, and finally
the battle staff. The individual is the smallest element in the training equation and, consequently,
is the starting point for the education and training
program. It consists of educating and training the
individual in the doctrne and processes necessary
to perform his individual duties. This may be accomplished by using service schools, technical
schools, or computer training. The education
should then be followed up by on the job training
and practical experience.
When the individual has reached a minimal
level of proficiency, his training should be expanded to include section training-tasks that require the close coordination and cooperation with
other section members.

After reaching a minimal proficiency at section
level, training should be further expanded to include interaction and coordination with the other
staff sections. Proficiency at the staff level prepares the members to begin working as members
of the battle leadership team or battle staff. You
will recall that the battle staff consists of the
normal staff, the unit and next sub-unit commanders and the commanders of the combat and
combat service support elements.
Although the model is designed to be sequential
and progressive, certain phases of the training
will necessarily be performed concomitantly.

Stress-Train
A staff can be viewed as
analogous to physically well developed athletes
who desire to become a football team. They have
the physical strength and endurance, as well as
11 •
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the knowledge of what the game is all about, but
they are not a precision team at this point. They
require additional training. I propose that the
training of a HPS should proceed in an analogous
manner to a sports team and should incorporate
the use of stress.
Hans Selye 12 first introduced a stress modelgeneral adaptation syndrome (GSA)-to explain
the human body's reaction to stress in 1936 (Figure
7). Selye's model consists of three stages.
1. Alarm Reaction Stage. When stress is first
encountered, the body's resistance to stress is lowered-a staffs performance is degraded.
2. Resistance Stage. During this stage the body
begins to adapt to the stress and its ability to resist
stress is increased. A staff begins to adapt to the
environment and learn how to counter the
stressors-performance improves above the original baseline.
3. Exhaustion Stage. This stage begins when
the body's resources for resistance have been depleted. When the resources have been depleted, exhaustion occurs. When a staff has depleted its resources to perform under the prolonged stress, its
performance rapidly deteriorates. For example,
during continuous operations an inadequate sleep
program will cause a rapid and serious degradation of performance.

Figure 7
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Individuals, sections, staffs, and battle staffs
react in the same manner to stress. That is, when
placed under stress there is an initial degradation
of performance, followed by an improvement resulting from adaptation, and eventually exhaustion if the stress is continued.
The Stress-Train model integrates Selye's GSA
with training principles from athletics to produce
a training methodology for high performance.
Stress-Train centers around six basic factors .
"Stress-Train is a high performance methodology developed by
the author. A detailed articulation of the concept will be published
in the near future.
"Selye, H. "A Syndrome Produced by Diverse Nocuous Agents,"
Nature, 1936.
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1. Stress. If a staff is to improve in ability to
function rapidly and effectively, it must periodically be overloaded or stressed. The practice of
operating under stress sharpens the staffs operating procedures and prepares the staffto operate
under the stress of the Airland Battle. It is important to note that the magnitude and duration of
the stress should not be such that it places the staff
into the exhaustion stage before the stress can be
removed.
An example of a stressor that can be used is staff
battle drills (SBD). Staff battle drills are somewhat similar to crew drills in that they require the
staff to react to a variety of "common" stressors
with a set of preplanned, sequential actions. Examples of stressors for which SBD could be developed are sudden boundary changes, rear area operations, and turning major units' axes of advance
by 90 degrees.
2. Recovery. A recovery phase after stress is
necessary for maximum increases in performance.
Just as an athlete must recover between workouts,
so must a staff. During the recovery period, the
staff evaluates its performance using the HPSA,
conducts maintenance, and takes corrective actions to prevent making the same mistakes in the
future. It should be noted that the HPS does not
just work on deficiencies-it also seeks to improve
those areas where it is already performing satisfactorily. We must remember that high performance is a dynamic state!
3. Progression. This principle overlaps somewhat with stress. Although progression obviously
implies a progressive increase in stress level with
successive iterations, it also refers to progressive
task training. That is, the tasks should become increasingly complex.
4. Balance. Just as all major elements of a team
(the line, backs, ends) must be trained to perform
their respective jobs, so must the sections of a
staff. This will insure coordination, cohesion, and
synergism.
5. Variety. Staff training requires variety. That
is, the staff must experience a variety of types of
training, for example, field training exercises,
command post exercises, computer simulations,
National Training Center, and "skull sessions."

6. Regularity. There will be a preformance decay between training sessions of a particular type.
For example, if the staff only trains once a year
using Air Force assets, there will be a significant
performance degradation from one year to the
next. Therefore, it is imperative that training be
conducted on a regular basis. When planning
training the commander should keep in mind that
performance decay curves vary among tasks.
Figure 8 shows that the basic Stress-Train concept consists of stressing a staff enough to cause a
slight degradation in performance; maintaining
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

the stress until the staff adapts; removing the
stress and allowing for recovery; then beginning
the cycle over again. With each successive itera·
tion, the staffs performance should improve.

Figure 8

Stressing the Staff
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High Performing Staff Assessment

Another critical element in the execution of the
development plan is the high performing staff assessment (HPSA). The HPSA, as mentioned previously, is a process for developing the effectiveness of the seven critical command and control
competencies and revolves around a circular process of assessment, feedback, and training. The
HPSA model had its origin with Johoda's 13 work
with psychoanalytic theory, was modified by
Bennis 1 4, and Schein 15 , Olmsted 16 , the Organizational Effectiveness SchooP 7 , and Thompson 18 .
The current version of HPSA has been tested at
the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College (USACGSC) and is currently included as part
of the core curriculum. The USACGSC is working
closely with the Fort Leavenworth Army Research
Institute Field Unit to further validate and upgrade
the assessment procedure as well as develop an
interface with the Army Training Battle Simula·
tion System (ARTBASS). The HPSA is an integral
part of the Stress-Train model.
"Johoda, M. Current Concepts of Postive Mental Health. New
York: Basic Books, Inc., 1958.
"Bennis, W. Changing Organizations. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1966.
"Schein, E. Organizational Psychology. Englewoods Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1980.
"Olmstead, J., Christensen, H., & Lackey, L. Components of
Organizational Competence: Test of a Conceptual Framework.
Technical Report 73-19, Alexandria, VA (Human Resources Research Organization, 1973).
1
'RB 26-5, Guide to Assessment of Organizational Process Performance of Battle Staffs, U.S. Army Organizational Effectiveness
Training Center, Fort Ord, CA, 1978.
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Thompson, op. cit.
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Team Building

There are various definitions of team building.
For this paper it will be defined as increasing the
potential synergistic effect of a staff by reducing
interpersonal friction. The primary areas to be
addressed here will be team member roles, families,
and culture.
Team member roles are both the functional role
and the interpersonal role played by the staff
member. Example of functional roles are operations officer, intelligence officer, and operations
sergeant. Quite often, assignment to the functional
role is made based on a vacant position and a person of the appropriate rank available to fill it.
There is a sufficient body of literature on team
member roles and personality fit, not to mention
extensive military research on job skill requirements, to point out the fallacy in this type of
replacement method. If the staff is to reach and
maintain a high performance state, it is essential
to "get the right people into the right jobs." The
difficult part is "How do we do it?"
Screening personnel files is a first step, but, a
detailed interview results in much more knowledge
about the individual's task and psychological
maturity. There is a saying in the military that
goes "It's not important whether you like the job or
not; just that you do it." It is unfortunate that
many military leaders take this view because job
dissatisfaction negatively impacts on job performance. If the dissatisfied individual is part of our
staff, then the entire system will suffer a decrement
in performance. I realize that it may be impossible
to make everyone happy, but often it only requires
a little innovation on the part of the commander to
significantly improve performance.
In terms of interpersonal role, we know that
there exists several personality types. Even without the use of psychological instruments we can
identify the workaholic, analytical, creative, personable, and driving personalities. Each of these
general types serves a purpose on a staff.
After nine years of research on management
teams, Belbin 19 has identified eight types of team
roles. He describes team roles as specific team
member behavior that facilitates the progress of
the team. He has also demonstrated the degradation resulting from certain mixtures of role
types. For example, he assembled "super teams,"
teams composed of the most talented individuals,
they did not perform as well as the "average"
teams. The data indicated that the intelligent,
over-achievers' performance was degraded due to
unproductive arguments by the team members
trying to win others over to their point of view.
This same type of effect was referred to in Part I
with the "all star" football teams.
What does all this mean? Basically that the
commander needs to carefully orchestrate his hu14

man resources. For example, a battalion commander may have an operations officer that is due
to leave the battalion and a company commander
that is leaving command and would like to become
the 83. The commander may have a choice of
accepting the ex-company commander or of requesting to trade the company commander for a
captain from outside the battalion. The commander must make the correct choice.
How does the family relate to the "team" concept? The fact that in 1983 more than 80% of the
active duty officer corps was married and 78% of
the enlisted career force and 28% of the first term
enlistees were married should tell us that the
family is a system that significantly impacts on
the staff. General John A. Wickham, Chief of Staff
of the Army, issued a White Paper on "the Army
Family" in 1983 and has established 1984 as "The
Year of the Army Family."
From a combat perspective, the Israeli Army
discovered the importance of the family during the
1973 Arab-Israeli War 20 • They found that "battle
fatigue" (called "shell shock" in World War I) was
directly related to the soldier's perception of the
welfare of his family. Anyone who has been a commander can relate instances of members of their
command whose performance degradation
emanated from "family" problems. Working staff
members needlessly at nights or on weekends is
not the way to solve family problems.
The Pre-Command Course at Fort Leavenworth
has recognized the role of the family in the performance effectiveness of a unit and in January,
1983, developed a very successful Command Team
Training program. The spouses received an intense
5-day course at Fort Leavenworth. A portion of the
training is conducted jointly with the commanders.
The final portion of this section deals with the
staffs culture. According to Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, culture is "the integrated pattern of human behavior that includes thought,
speech, action, and artifacts and depends on
man's capacity for learning and transmitting knowledge to succeeding generations." The staff needs
culture. Deal and Kennedy 21 describe 5 elements of
culture.
1. Environment. The staff develops culture to
survive in its environment, for example, work
hard, play hard; decisive, or innovative.
2. Values. Individuals develop the values that
are rewarded by the staff.
' 9 Belbin, R. Management Teams: Why They Succeed or Fail.
London: Heineman, 1981.
20 lsraeti Battle Shock Casualties: 1973 and 1982. Division of
Neuropsychiatry, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research,
Washington, D.C .. 1983.
21 Deal, T. & Kennedy, A. Corporate Cultures. London: AddisonWesley Publishing Company, 1982.
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3. Heroes. " ... people personify the culture's
values and as such provide tangible role
models ... to follow."
4. Rites and Rituals. These are the everyday
routines that the staff expects. They are the visible
evidence of what the staff stands for.
5. Cultural Network. This is an informal, but
extremely important means of communication
within the staff. The network is the distribution of
staff values and information about "heroes." Developing a strong culture gives the staff a strong,
informal set of rules for its behavior and makes
the members feel good about what they do. This
results in increased productivity.

Sustainment
Throughout the execution of the developmental
plan, the leader must keep the tasks, objectives,
goals, and vision in sight. He must recognize when
he has entered the high performance zone so that
he can begin pacing. Unfortunately, arriving is
only part of the problem. Perhaps just as difficult
is sustaining high performance. To sustain a HPS
requires the continual adaptation to the environment and training in the command and control
competencies. Discussed below are several causes
of high performance degradation that must be
guarded against.
Invulnerability Attitude

After a unit has been in the high performance
zone for a while, it may begin to adapt an "invulnerability" attitude. The focus changes from that
of the environment to the staff. The staff begins to
rest on the "newspaper clippings" of yesterday
while today's performance declines. When the
staff begins to realize that it is dropping out of the
high performance zone, it may begin "finger
pointing" and other unproductive behaviors
which lead to further degradation.
Myopia

This refers to not being able to see the vision for
the tasks. The staffs focus shifts to producing
short term products. It becomes reactive instead of
proactive resulting in a downward spiral of performance. Inherent in myopia is crisis firefighting.
The staff begins to "overlook" details, resulting in
fires that must be fought. The individuals can tell
you what they do, but cannot articulate the real
purpose (vision) of their actions. In advanced
stages of myopia the vision may have little importance to the staff members. Their main concern
becomes survival until they can leave the staff.
Loss of Morale

Loss of morale will degrade staff performance.
It will become apparent when the least committed
staff members begin to openly criticize the staff.
Next, mem hers will begin to look for ways to leave
the staff. If morale is allowed to deteriorate to
requests for transfer, the staff has probably
dropped from the high performance zone.
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

Fragmentation

Over time the staff may begin to develop strong
internal "cliques" that begin to adopt a "we""they" attitude. They begin to work in the "starburst" pattern mentioned earlier. This results in a
dramatic performance degradation.
Groupthink

What Irving Janis 22 calls groupthink can
severely degrade a staff. Groupthink is a group
phenomenon where the group fails to adequately
acquire information-internally and externally.
This results in a dgradation ofthe decisionmaking
process and, consequently, a degradation in performance. Jan is identifies three primary factors to
account for groupthink, (1) promotional leadership style, (2) insulation of the decisionmaking
group, and (3) cohesion. More recently, research
on groupthink indicates that the most powerful of
the three factors is leadership style. Thus, groupthink may be more appropriately labeled commanderthink in many military situations.
There are obviously many other factors that can
cause degraded performance. I will only address
one other-perhaps the most important of allleadership. Leadership is the underpinning of any
high performing human system. It provides the
direction, implementation, and motivation that a
HPS requires. Without effective leadership-from
the commander down to the individual staff
member-the high performance climate is not possible. I have often heard it said that the effectiveness of a battalion is determined solely by the
battalion commander. The commander is only
partly responsible. "Good" staffs and "good" company commanders have carried numerous
battalion commanders to full colonel. Leadership
at every level is important.
The author of the Army's new leadership
manual, FM 22-100, Military Leadership, was
Lieutenant Colonel Boyd (Mack) Harris. Most of
the credit for the unification and articulation of
the U.S. Army's leadership doctrine as spelled out
in FM 22-100 can be attributed to the relentless
pursuit of excellence by Mack Harris. He has
provided us a Be, Know, Do, leadership framework
from which to effectively lead a staff to high performance and to keep it there.

Evaluation
Although I have saved evaluation to the end I
do not imply that it is the final step in the dev~l
opmental process. When we finally reach the high
performance zone and are ready to fill in the last
block on the chart, we will find that we are actually
beginning the entire developmental process
again. Evaluation is critical for determining
progress and, as such, must be a continuous, ongoing process.
"Janis, I. Victims of Groupthink. Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Company, 1972.
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Prologue
This paper has been an attempt at providing a
starting point from which the reader may begin
moving his staff toward high performance. It is
only the beginning. I have tried to present a prototype of "a" way of approaching a problem that
many people are saying is to difficult to even describe, much less to solve. I do not believe that
high performance "just happens." Someone does
something, consciously or unconsciously, to cause
it.

With this paper I have tried to stimulate the
reader's mind with ideas, methodologies, motivation, and a realization of a need to try to develop a
HPS. My hope is that for those who have found the
approach presented here unacceptable, the paper
has caused them to think of new and more feasible
paths to high performance. One of our goals as a
professional Army is to strive for high performance
together, to share our knowledge, to pick up where
others fail, and to eventually reach our vision. D

Pain makes man think. Thought makes man wise. Wisdom makes life
endurable. -John Patrick
The world hates change, yet it is the only thing that has brought
progress. -Charles F. Kettering
To profit from good advice requires more wisdom than to give it.
·John Ch\trton Collins
He who slings mud generally loses ground. _.Adlai E. Stevenson
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Some Thoughts On
The Management Process
And Systems Integration
Mr. V.L. Divers, Jr.
While experience has shown all of us at some
time or another that "you can't have your cake
and eat it too," perhaps we have not realized that
this adage might also apply to systems management transactions. In all managerial endeavors,
just as in the physical sciences, for example, there
are trade-off laws. We in the business of organizational effectiveness and management analysis
need always be mindful that the management process involves compromises. No less than politics,
after all, management is the art of compromise,
and nowhere is this more true than in systems
management.
While "systems integration" is generally thought
of only as an ADP or automation catchword, it isn't!
Systems integration applies to all management
transactions that involve the interaction of two or
more functions or processes. In fact, there are very
few, if any, management activities that do not
involve other functions or processes, and the realities of systems integration must be considered in
this context.
The term "system" is often shrouded by enigma,
giving rise, in turn, to increased confusion about
systems integration. A system is an entity with
functional and operational objectives; it may be
portrayed as taking in data, manipulating the
data, and expelling it in modified form. While we
tend to label this process, and likewise the system
itself, as being either automated or manual, the
truth is that most systems are composed of a set of
subsystems that are to some degree automated
and to some degree manual. In some cases, we find
a fully automated subsystem in a process flow,
located between two purely manual subsystems.
Yet as these three subsystems comprise the single,
larger system, do we call the system automated or
manual? Obviously, it is neither, and thus is the
case with so many of our so-called automated
systems.
In a system composed of subsystems, it is always possible, indeed probable, that a subsystem
specialist-one of those "functional experts"will, in all good faith, make a change, an improvement, in the subsystem. The functional expert will
eagerly show you a set of matrices accompanied
by a painstakingly accurate cost analysis that demonstrates enhanced effectiveness of the subsystem. But you, a "non-functional expert," need to
look at this subsystem improvement differently.
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984
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Asking questions about interface and coordination with other subsystems, for example, you need
to be aware of how a change in one subsystem will
impact the remaining subsystems. Moreover, you
must discern how subsystem changes will impact
the system as a whole. Is it possible, for example,
that what might be viewed as improvement at the
subsystem level could actually be detrimental to
the performance of the larger system as it pursues
overall functional and operational objectives? The
Romans called this Pyrrhic Victory, meaning you
can win a battle but lose the war! Such "victories"
in the management arena often reflect an absence
of systems integration.
You may well ask how such problems can arise
in management-oriented organizations, especially with our emphasis on productivity and efficiency. I think a major reason is our increased reliance on functional specialists. Focused on their
17

own areas of expertise, these core-oriented specialists are not normally interested in lateral and
related functions. Contributing, as well, to problems arising from an environment of un-integrated systems is the tendency for the separate organizations that overlie a system to be rather
parochial in their management philosophy.
It should be recognized that it was not the systems people who placed themselves in the forefront of the organization, thereby becoming its
perceived driving force. Operational management
did it for them! Non-systems managers too often
abrogated their responsibilities by saying, in
effect, "Let the systems analysts tell us how to run
our business!". Forgetting what the purpose and
end-product of their business was, they wanted
someone else to take responsibility for answering
the hard "how to" questions. They sincerely
thought that the systems people (i.e., systems analysts) knew their operation's business, and perhaps they never did their homework on their own
"systems integration" needs.
It is a misperception that a system's functional
organization is at the forefront of the managerial
endeavor or business. Actually, the functional
organization better serves the system by being
reactive to the needs of operations. Following the
erroneous perception that systems people drive
the organization, managers tend to be overly responsive to systems people. And in return, systems people may develop a beautiful state-of-theart system that is very impressive, yet in no way is
it attuned to actual operational needs.
As management and systems analysts, we must
be acutely aware of our organization's responsibilities as well as functions. It is not enough to
draw wiring diagrams with tasks and functions
dangling from a series of rectangles. We have to
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recognize "what drives what" -what kind of
management information is needed to accomplish
specific functions. Also, we must know what the
organization's end-product is, and that this is not
necessarily the same product produced by individual subsystems. Furthermore, when there is a
change in one subsystem, we have to be alert to
ripple effects in other subsystems and, indeed, the
entire system. Finally, what we have come to
know as alternative solutions must be viewed as
combinations of compromises that demand our
vision of how the trade-offs will affect the endproduct of the organization as a system.
o
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OECS Enters The Information Age
Major Robert Kramer
In September 1983, the Vice Chief of Staff ofthe
Army stated: "The time has come to acknowledge
the criticality of managing information as one of
the Army's most important resources .... The effective management of information is every commander's responsibility."
In most areas of Army management and command and control, computer systems play a vital
role. These systems are being used at all levels of
command as an indispensible tool to assist in the
decisionmaking process. Because computer systems are becoming increasingly integrated into
organizational processes, organizational effectiveness in complex Army systems cannot be optimized without including this dimension. As such,
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

OESO expertise in the process of change requires
a working knowledge of how information should
be managed as a resource (Figure 1). Additionally,
the process of change requires a solid technical
base in quantitative analysis along with application experience using a microcomputer system.
Recognizing this need, OECS has introduced a
thirteen-day block of instruction which "marries"
computer literacy with the concepts, skills and
problem applications related to both quantitative
and qualitative methods of decisionmaking
(Figures 2 & 3).
The method of instruction is systemic. The
purpose is to integrate the complex considerations
involved in any high level decision making pro19

Figure 1

OESO's Role With Computers

VIII. Assist the commander to improve
information-sharing Army-wide.
VII. Serve with an integrated team of "experts" to design
and implement a MACOM level information architecture.
VI. Serve as a team member in planning and implementing information-sharing systems for the commander.
V. Advise the commander concerning information
resource management.
IV. Use a computer to assist the commander's decisionmaking capability.
Ill. Assist the commander to improve information-sharing
command wide.
II. Use multiple software applications (statistics, graphics,
spreadsheet, data base).
I. Operate and gain access to a microcomputer system.

Figure 2

Computer Literacy Concept
·.

Conceptual Knowledge
• AMO Visit
• Overview of computers in
the Information Age
• Data bases
• Security
• Teleprocessing
• Distributive data bases
• Impact of Technology
on Organizations
• Combat Automation
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Figure 4

Example Guest Speaker Program (Class 2-84)
Name

Topic

Poslt!oo

Qate

COL ROBERT CASTLEMAN

4JUN

SPECIAL ASSISTANT INFO
RESOURCES MGT (WORKS
FOR BG BICKSTON AT HOOAI

THE ARMY'S INFORMATION
CHALLENGE

MAJ JOHN SELFE

5 JUN

FORSCOM OESO

THE ARMY'S INFORMATION
CHALLENGE FORSCOM'S
RESPONSE

LTC RAY ZUGEL

6 JUN

OA OESO

THE ROLE OF THE OESO
IN AUTOMATION

MS LUANN SLATTA

13 JUN

MGT CONSULTANT TO
TECTRONICS INDUSTRIES

MANAGING THE HUMAN
DIMENSIONS OF TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE

MAJ PAUL SANTULLI

14 JUN

HQS 9TH INF DIV

COMBAT AUTOMATION·
THE C' CHALlENGE

cess. For example, decisionmaking which involves
management information systems must integrate
such diverse elements as command, control, telecommunications, automated data processing, security and office automation. This integrative approach to the decisionmaking process is the
cornerstone of the instructional approach. The
OECS mission is supported by requiring the student to demonstrate the following:
• An understanding of a systems approach to
the process of planning, developing, and implementing management information systems
technologies within the Army;
• A knowledge of standard computer skills and
terminology applicable to microcomputer systems (specifically: using computers and software to collect and retrieve data, to do statistical analysis and to assist in graphic presentation of data and networking);
• An ability to present statistical information
quantitative, analytically, accurately and
correctly;
• An ability to analyze the statistical results of
quantitative methods and to meaningfully
communicate those results to the commander;
• An awareness of systemic Army problems
and issues in information resource management areas;
• An appreciation of the impact of technology
on the human dimension of an organization.
A major emphasis of the block of instruction (BOI) is on using a microcomputer as a
decisionmaking tool. Students learn how to
access, organize, and process both qualitative and
quantitative types of information using the computer and various types of application software.
Each student demonstrates proficiency by developing and documenting his or her own militaryrelated microcomputer application. (In the future,
OECS will be an archieve for OESO microcomputer based applications.)
The guest speaker program is another
important component in each OESO's introduction to information management and quantitive analysis (Figure 4). The guest speaker proArmy Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

gram provides the student with important cuttingedge information in different areas of computer
technology. Most importantly, the program
develops unique skills that enable an OESO to
work effectively and assist commanders in the
technological related-areas of problem solving
and decisionmaking.
Specifically, the goal of the BOI is to provide the
student with the knowledge, language, concepts,
and skills of information management, automation, statistics and quantitative methods which
can be used to assist the commander in problem
solving and decisionmaking within the Army.
Upon completion of the BOI, the student is expected to demonstrate mastery of two terminal
learning objectives:
• Develop and apply analytical knowledge and
skills to assist the commander in a semi-structured decisionmaking environment.
• Develop a familiarization of specific information-sharing techniques, methods and applications to assist commanders in informationresource management as an overall effort to
enhance organizational effectiveness.
In sum, the OESO student gains useful skills
and understanding of technological change in organizations emphasizing the impact on the human dimension. By acquiring the special knowledge and skills provided in the course, the OESO
gains an enhanced capability to assist the commander towards more effective decisionmaking
and a more comprehensive state of organizational
effectiveness. D

Major Robert C. Kramer is currently Chief
oftheTephnicalSkillsDivision in the Training
Department,OECS. He received his B.S. from
the USMA in 1971, an M,A. in Sociology and
Organizational Behavior from the University
ofMaryland and an M.RA.fl'om Longisland
University in New York. He is a selectee for
U.S. Army Command and General Staff
College. Major . Kra.mer . has commanded a
Special Forces "A" Detachment and an Infantry

Combat Support Company.
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The Army: A Complex System
Captain(P) Kenneth C. Robertson, Jr.
Background
Beginning with Organizational Effectiveness
Staff Officers (OESO) Course 1-84, a new block of
instruction titled "The Army: A Complex System"
(TA: ACS) was incorporated in the curriculum.
The OESO course now commences with two weeks
ofTA: ACS instruction. The design of the revised
curriculum purposely included TA: ACS as the
initial block of instruction to anchor students in
the macro-systems of the Army, to increase their
awareness of complex issues and challenges
facing the Army, and to demonstrate the application of a model that helps them better understand how the Army functions.

Functional Life Cycle Model
of the Army (FLCMA)
To provide a means for Army personnel at all
levels to understand how the Army operates, the
Inspector General of the Army several years ago
developed a Functional Life Cycle Model of the
Army (FLCMA). The FLCMA is used as the conceptual framework for teaching TA: ACS. The
FLCMA can be defined as a model which describes the life cycle of people, things, and organizations in terms of eight functional areas ("Big
8") while considering the dynamics of resources
and leadership/management ("plus 2") throughout. The eight functional areas are: (1) Force
Development; (2) Acquisition; (3) Training; (4)

Functional Life Cycle Model Of The Army
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Distribution; (5) Deployment; (6) Sustainment; (7)
Development; and (8) Separation. The model is
illustrated to depict the functions and their interrelationships. When applied to the functions, both
the resources, (e.g., people, time, money, materiel
and information) and the management and
leadership techniques make the Army Functional
Life Cycle Model work efficiently and effectively.
Force Integration
The current force integration effort presents
perhaps the single most important challenge to
the Army of the 80s and 90s. In order for force
integration to succeed, extensive coordination is
required by the Army community. On the one
hand, there are the requirements of organizational integration including the structure, the doctrine, the personnel, and the facilities necessary to
fulfill the requirements. On the other hand, there
are the requirements for the new equipment for
these organizations, the training necessary to
operate the new equipment and to distribute the
old equipment as the new enters the Army.
Military experience tells us that the effectiveness
of a single weapon or equipment system is a
function of the interaction and integration of
people, equipment, and training-guided by informed, educated, and effective leaders and managers and resourced with money, time, and information. T A: ACS instruction focuses on force
integration issues, for it is within this area that
OESOs can make a significant contribution to the
Army.
Total Systems Fielding
When the functional life cycle is applied to force
integration, the focus centers on a total systems
fielding concept. The total systems fielding concept envisions that new and redistributed equipment is fielded simultaneously with related publications, associated support items of equipment
(ASIOE), facilities, and organizational and manning support. Total systems fielding is further
complicated because no single command or
agency has overall responsibility for fielding total
systems, (i.e., at various stages of the acquisition
process responsibility either is shared or transferred). Furthermore, this fielding requires an
extraordinary degree of coordination, a wealth of
knowledge beyond the agency's immediate
responsibilities, and a complete understanding of
the dynamics of manning and materiel
requirements as described in the Army Functional
Life Cycle Model.
Armv Oraanlzational Effectiveness Journal. No. 2-1984
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Only if leaders and managers gain a more
thorough understanding of Army processes, can
they make more effective use of resources, and
increase efficiency, economy, morale, discipline,
and esprit. While the Army Functional Life Cycle
Model and a total systems concept cannot be the
panacea, they do provide a vertical and horizontal
method for viewing the relationships and interrelationships of the Army's people, organizations, and materiel through which its systems
and processes must function to achieve total Army
goals.
TA: ACS Course Content
TA: ACS commences with an introduction to
the FLCMA. The introductory class includes an
explanation of the model, a description of each of
the elements within the model, and a discussion of
ways in which the FLCMA can be applied by
OESOs. Students are also given a 50 question
multiple choice diagnostic examination which
"sets the gap" for subsequent TA: ACS instruction.

Command Management and Leadership
A potpourri of Army management topics are
presented during the initial two days of T A:
ACS. The classes include such topics as Army
Management Theory; Organization and Functions of the Army and Army Staff; Army Senior
Management System (DA and DOD councils and
committees); Reserve Components; Intallation
Command and Management; Economies,
Efficiencies, and Management Improvement
(EEMI) Program and Commercial Activities (CA);
Army Management Informations Systems; Life
Cycle Systems Management Model (LCSMM);
and the Civilian Personnel Management System.
The management topics listed above impact on
the eight functional areas within the FLCMA. The
information presented gives the students a better
understanding ofthe leadership and management
programs and practices within the Army.
Resources
A full day is spent during T A: ACS on the
Army's resourcing system, the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution System
(PPBES). Although resources include people,
things, time, information, and money, the emphasis during the resources class in T A: ACS is
clearly on dollars and manpower. After students
complete a programmed text, they are given an
overview by a guest instructor (resource expert) on
23
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the Department of Defense (DOD) Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS). The
instructor also explains how the Army's PPBES is
linked to DOD's PPBS.
Several hours are devoted to DA Pam 5-25
Army Modernization Information Memorandu~
(AMIM), the Modernization Resource Information
Submission (MRIS), and the Force Modernization
Master Plan (FMMP) which are key documents
the Army uses to resource and plan for Army
modernization actions.
The resource instruction is addressed at the
installation level for the students through a guest
speaker (Installation Comptroller) who describes
the budget execution phase of the PPBES and
explains resourcing issues common to Army
installations. The presentation on Installation
Resourcing is interrelated to what is taught
during the earlier management instruction on
Installation, Command, and Management.
Force Development
Force development, the first element of the
Army's Functional Life Cycle, provides the foundation for the other functional elements. Army
requirements and authorizations for people and
materiel are determined during the force development process. One day ofTA: ACS is devoted to
force development instruction. Topics include:
Concept Based Requirements System (CBRS);
Basis of Issue Plan (BOIP)/Qualitative and
Quantitative Personnel Requirement Information (QQPRI)/Table of Organizational Equipment (TOE); Manning the Force; The Army
Authorizations Document System (T AADS)/
Vertical the Army Authorizations Document
System (VT AADS)/Force Accounting System
(F AS); Mission Area Analysis (MAA); Structure
and Composition System (SACS); and Total Army
Analysis (TAA). The class is currently taught by
guest instructors from the Force Integration:
Manning the Force course at Fort Leavenworth.
In short, force development involves identifying
a threat, designating units and force structure
capable of defeating the threat as recognized by
the Congress and the President, determining the
personnel and materiel requirements, and then
constraining distribution authorization to the resources available. The resulting documents-e.g.,
TOE, Modified Table of Organization and Equipment (MTOE), and Table of Distribution and
Allowances (TDA)-form the basis of the Army's
key management information and decision systems that support all functions. Some of the key
systems that are the arteries of the life cycle
24
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functions are these:
(1) TAADS, which documents the Army's force
structure;
(2) SACS, from which both personnel and
materiel acquisition objectives are determined;
(3) FAS, which produces manpower requirements and authorizations by officer, warrant officer and enlisted totals for military and by total
for civilians and;
(4) the Continuing Balance System-Expanded
(CBS-X), Total Army Equipment Distribution
Plan (TAEDP), and Department of the Army
Master Priority List (DAMPL) through which
materiel assets are reported and distributed.

There are other important management information and decision systems, but these are sufficient to illustrate the force development process
and its interrelationship with other functional
areas.
Airland Battle, the Army's fighting doctrine, is
presented by a guest instructor from the Combined Arms Center (Fort Leavenworth) after the
force development instruction because of its interrelationship to the force development process.
Because it is essential for them to understand the
Army's current fighting doctrine, the Airland
Battle is taught to OESO students.
Acquisition - Things And People
When the composition and strength ofthe Army
are determined, the people and things listed in the
requirements and authorizations document as
necessary to accomplish the mission must then be
acquired.
The objectives of the Acquire People instruction
in TA: ACS are to have the students be able to:
(1) explain how personnel are acquired and
prepared to fill the spaces generated during the
force structure process;
(2) describe how the need for military personnel
is generated;
(3) explain how the F AS, T AADS, SACS and
Personnel Structure and Composition System
(PERSACS) are used as a means for placing
military personnel in authorized positions;
(4) describe how the Army Program for Individual Training (ARPRINT), Army Training
Requirements and Resources System (ATRRS),
Enlisted Master File (EMF), Officer Master File
(OMF) and Personnel Inventory Analysis (PIA)
are used for programming military personnel for
training.
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984
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Topics covered during the Acquire Things instruction include: Introduction to the Army Materiel Acquisition Process; Key terms in materiel
acquisition; Key players in the materiel acquisition process; the materiel requirements determination process; Integrated Logistics Support
(ILS); Logistics Support Analysis (LSA)/Logistics Support Analysis Record (LSAR); Test and
Evaluation of Materiel; and Program
Management Documents.
Acquisition is normally viewed as an initial
procurement activity that results in an asset being
brought under military control. From a force integration perspective, concern for the acquisition
function extends beyond the specific materiel item
being fielded to other complementary areas such
as the availability of associated support items of
equipment (ASIOE), publications, prescribed load
list items, trained personnel, and appropriate
facilities. It is particularly important for OESOs
to understand the materiel acquisition process
during this period of intense equipment modernization occuring in the Army since major commands within the Army either are involved in the
process or are experiencing the impact of receiving
newly acquired materiel.

Training
Acquired personnel must be taught the
discipline, drill, and practices of the military. The
training function is the vehicle for accomplishing
an orderly transition from civilian status to
military life. At this point in the life cycle, training
is considered only from the aspect of initial entry
training (lET) or the requirement to provide
soldiers with initial familiarization training on
new or displaced equipment. In other words, it is
the MOS-producing aspect of the training cycle
that imparts new skills to the soldier or converts
the individual into a soldier. This includes development of USMA, ROTC, and OCS graduates into
officers through the basic officer courses.
T A: ACS instruction in the training functional
area includes the training requirements process,
initial entry training (lET), and force integration
training. Topics during the training requirements
class include: Management of Army Individual
Training Requirements and Resources (MAITRR);
Army Training Requirements and Resources
System (ATRRS); Army Program for Individual
Training (ARPRINT); Mobilization Training
Management System (MTMS); and Training Attrition Management. Covered in the IET class are
the mission and objectives of IET, the modes of
training, the standardization policies, the soldierArmy Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984
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ization process, and the unique aspects of thereserve component lET. The Force Integration Class
covers new equipment training (NET), displaced
equipment training (DET), the NET planning process, and the key players and their responsibilities
for force integration training.

Distribution - People And Things
Having produced soldiers and provided them
with basic skills and knowledge, and having acquired materiel, the Army must then distribute the
soldiers and materiel according to the priorities
and constraints established by the Army, the
DOD, the President, and the Congress. Generally
speaking, the distribution function is viewed as
assigning or transferring people or materiel from
the entry or wholesale level to the unit or user.
The distribution of people instruction during
TA: ACS includes the individual distribution
process for enlisted and officer personnel and unit
distribution, which is taught as the New Manning
System. A presentation is given on the New
Manning System, which is the overall term for two
major endeavors. One is the COHORT program
(the acronym for Cohesion, Operational
Readiness, and Training) which keeps companysize combat arms units intact for three years. The
other is the U.S. Army Regimental System,
designed to have soldiers affiliated with a
regiment and serve with it repeatedly throughout
their careers. The New Manning System was
initially envisioned to be primarily a unit distribution process. However, OESO students are also
shown what impact theN ew Manning System has
across almost all of the other functions within the
Army Life Cycle. Students are taught how the individual distribution process for officers is accomplished through the Officer Distribution Plan
(ODP). They also receive an explanation of the enlisted requisition, validation, and assignment
process and the supporting programs and
systems, such as the Department of the Army
Master Priority List (DAMPL), Centralized
Assignment Procedures, Edition III (CAP III),
and The Army Authorization Document System
(TAADS).
Students learn how the Army distributes things
(equipment, materiel, weapons systems, etc.) by
studying topics such as the Total Army Equipment Distribution Program (T AEDP); the Continuing Balance System- Expanded (CBS-X); the
Department of the Army Master Priority List
(DAMPL)/the Department of the Army Programming Priority List (DAPPL); the Material Release
Process; and the Redistribution of Equipment.
25
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Deployment
After the distribution of people and things has
been determined, units must then be deployed not
only in CONUS but also overseas in accordance
with the worldwide commitments of the Army.
The units being deployed, supporting commands,
supported commands, agencies in the Army staff,
DOD, other services and federal agencies, and
even civilian transportation organizations are all
involved in the deployment process.
In the TA: ACS block of instruction, the deployment function is discussed in three segments.
First, the Contingency Planning System is
analyzed. The explanation of this system
includes: the joint planning process (Joint
Strategic Planning System (JSPS), Joint Operations Planning System (JOPS), Joint Deployment
System (JDS), Army Joint Operations Planning
System (AJOPS)); the Army Mobilization and
Operations System (AMOPS); the relationship between war planning and mobilization planning;
and how the joint planning process and AMOPS
fit into the PPBES.
The second segment of deployment in TA: ACS
covers the mobilization process. At the completion
of this instruction, students are expected to be able
to explain how mobilization levels, structure, and
responsibilities are determined; how theater forces
and the CONUS base are mobilized; and how the
Army's major mobilization issues are managed.
The third segment of the deployment function
studied in T A: ACS focuses on the deployment
process, which includes the Crisis Action System
(CAS), the Joint Deployment System (JDS); key
players in the deployment community, and ADP
support to the function of deployment.
OESO students are presented with the "big
picture" of the deployment function and are encouraged by the faculty to learn about the mobilization role and deployment scenario of the
command to which they will be assigned.

Sustainment - People And Things
The arrival of people and materiel in units at a
predetermined destination establishes a requirement to sustain them. This requires training an
organization at a designated level of capability
through replacement, repair, or rotation of its
existing assets. In essence, the Army sustains
itself through the acquistion and use of resources
to include people, things, money, time, and
information.
Several interrelated topics are covered in T A:
ACS, Sustain People instruction. First, a dis?A
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cussion takes place on direct relationships between sustaining people and the other "Big 8"
functions of the Army life cycle, specifically force
development, acquiring, training, distributing,
deploying, developing, and separating people. The
second topic covers how units sustain people
through unit training, unit rotation, and individual replacement. Unit sustainment training includes: individual soldier training (SQT, OJT,
etc.); collective training (CPXs, ARTEP, FTX);
weapons firing (individual and crew-served weapons familiarization and qualification); and officer and NCO professional development programs. Unit rotation now takes place primarily
through the COHORT and US Army Regimental
System. Individual replacements are requistioned
by quantity, grade, and MOS through the Standard Installation/Division Personnel System
(SIDPERS). Army Proponency Initiatives is the
third topic discussed during TA: ACS Sustain
People instruction. Proponency for career fields is
a subject most closely related to sustaining people;
however, it overlaps into the development, acquisition, distribution, and training of people. Discussion points include the background data on
Army proponency initiatives, the roles. and relationships of key players, the specific responsibilities and tasks of proponent agencies, and the proponency execution cycles. The final discussion
topics during Sustain People instruction are Functional Reviews (FR) conducted by the DCSPER,
and Functional Area Assessments (FAA), conducted by the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army.
These processes involve each of the "Big 8" functions plus resources and Army management and
leadership, but they are discussed duringTA: ACS
sustainment instruction because the ultimate
purpose of FR/FAA is to ensure that necessary
actions are being taken to sustain the Army. The
Functional Review discussion covers the content,
the focus, the objectives, the key players, and the
rationale for a FR. The Functional Area Assessment discussion includes the focus, the content,
the objectives, the key players, the rationale, and
the sequence of events for a FAA and the current
FAA schedule.
T A: ACS, Sustain Things, provides an overview of the provisioning process, the wholesaleretail supply system, the Army maintenance
system, publication management, and Army readiness. The Provisioning Process class includes a
review of Integrated Logistics Support (ILS), provisioning during the Life Cycle System Management Model (LCSMM), provisioning computations, and responsibilities of key players and organizations for provisioning within the Army. The
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984
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Wholesale-Retail Supply System instruction examines the components of the system, the components of basic DOD and Army standard logistics systems, the funding of the systems, and the
interfacing ofthe wholesale and retail supply systems. The objectives of TA: ACS instruction on
the Army Maintenance System are to have the
OESO students explain the Army's maintenance
concept, define maintenance engineering, and describe Army maintenance operations. The Publication Management class explains the procedure
for establishing and managing publication
accounts, the location and responsibilities of publication distribution centers, and the production
process of publications. The objectives of the
Army Readiness instruction are to have OESO
students be able to explain: the difference
between readiness and status; the inputs to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Readiness Reporting
System; how DA uses the Unit Status Report
(USR); and DA initiatives to maximize readiness
posture.

Development - People And Things
TA: ACS Develop People instruction includes
an explanation of the Enlisted Personnel Management System (EPMS), the Officer Personnel
Management System (OPMS), and the development of Department of the Army civilians. The
Army develops individuals by enlisted, officer,
and civilian education programs. For example,
soldiers are required to take Skill Qualification
Tests (SQT) and the Non commissioned Officer
Education System (NCOES) encompasses all
grades of the noncommissioned ranks. Similarily,
the officer education program ranges from
individual self-development, to civilian graduate
education; and the officer school system starts
with basic courses in the service schools and
progresses through senior service colleges. The
General Performance Appraisal System (GPAS)
and employee training and education programs
are utilized for the development of Department of
the Army civilians. Army units are developed
through collective training such as the Army
Training Evaluation Program (ARTEP),
Emergency Deployment Readiness Exercises
(EDREs), and Operational Readiness Tests
(ORTs).
Topics covered during T A: ACS Develop Things
instruction include Product Improvement
Proposals (PIPs) and Modification Work Orders
(MWOs). Students are told how the Army develops
things (Materiel Improvement Systems) through
the PIP and MWO processes.
Armv Oraanizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984
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Separation - People And Things
Finally, there comes a time when the Army does
not have a requirement for specific people or
equipment, and they are separated from military
control. The Separate People instruction during
TA: ACS includes voluntary and involuntary separation of officer and enlisted personnel; the
casualty processing and reporting system; and the
Total Army Involvement in Recruiting (TAIR)
program. The TAIR program requires commanders and reenlistment/ recruiter personnel to
solicit qualified active duty separatees for duty in
the Army Reserve or National Guard.
The Army normally separates materiel through
the Property Disposal Office (PDO) or through
security assistance programs (foreign military
sales). Property disposal and security assistance
are the primary topics during TA: ACS, Separate
Things class. In the case of older equipment being
displaced by modernized equipment, the commander losing the older model may view it as a
"separation" action, while the commander receiving the displaced item will view it as an
"acquisition" function. In reality, this process is a
redistribution of equipment within the total Army.
The eight functions, while standing alone, do
not represent a system; however, when the interrelationships between these functions are
applied and the necessary resoures are provided to
enable leadership, command, and management to
do their job, then a functioning Army at any level
of organization results.
Methodology For Teaching TA: ACS
A variety of methods and techniques are
employed during T A: ACS instuction. Students
are given several programmed texts to complete.
Reading assigments come primarily from Army
Command and Management: Theory and
Practice. Ten quizzes, which are graded, are
administered during the two weeks of TA: ACS
instruction. Pre and post exams, which are not
graded, are given to the students. Classroom instruction is presented through lecture-conferences, small group discussions, student presentations, and guest instructors. During a practical
exercise (PE) on the last day ofTA: ACS OESO
students are required to apply their knowledge of
the Functional Life Cycle Model of the Army
(FLCMA). Currently, seven different scenarios
are available for use during the PE. Students are
broken into small groups and given one of the
seven scenarios, which are primarily MACOM
level issues. The student groups are required to
27
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read their particular PE situation, categorize the
commander's guidance contained in the scenario
into sub-elements of the FLCMA, identify the
information sources which could provide data
relating to the commander's guidance, and
present the results to the entire class in a briefing.
Other Parallel Army Courses
Several other Army courses share a common
core curriculum with TA: ACS. Two weeks of instruction were included in the Department of the
Army Inspector General (DAIG) course several
years ago to teach Army IGs "how the Army
runs." TA: ACS instruction was originally
modeled after the added part of the DAIG course.

The Army Logistics Management Center at
Fort Lee, Virginia, teaches the "Force Modernization Management Course" (FMMC) which is
currently two weeks in length. It is primarily
intended for personnel assigned to Force
Modernization offices. The focus of the course is
on materiel issues.
A month long course "Force IntegrationDeveloping the Force" is offered at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. It is primarily intended to train
officers with the OPMS speciality of 54,
Operations and Force Development.
The Soldier Support Center at Fort Ben
Harrison, Indiana, offers a three week course,
"Force Integration-Manning the Force". The target audience for the course are personnel who
work in the people and manpower business on the
Army staff, MILPERCEN, or MACOM staffs.
TRADOC personnel assigned to Soldier Support
Center-National Capitol Region, TRADOC Proponency Offices, and TRADOC Systems Managers positions have also found the course to be
beneficial.
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OECS TA: ACS Instructors
The following personnel at OECS are presently
involved as instructors during TA: ACS.
MAJ Kotula

TA: ACS Coordinator /Managemen! Topics/Training

AV 929-351914021

MAJ Cataldo

Force Development

AV 929-351914021

CPT(P) Easter

Materiel Systems-Acquisition

AV 929-705816014

CPT(P) Lauderdale

Materiel Svstems-Sustainment

AV 929-3519/4021

Mr. McDuffy

Materiel Systems/Mgt Civilians

AV 929-351914021

CPT(P) Matsos

Personnel Systems/
Development/ Distribution

AV 929-351914021

CPT(P) Robertson

Personnel Systems /Resource
Topics

AV 929-705816014

Reference
Army Command and Management: Theory
and Practice, 1983-1984. U.S. Army War College,
Carlisle Barracks, P A. 0
CPT(P) Kenneth C. Robertson. Jr. is Chief, resident/Non-Resident Training Branch, Training and
Doctrine Directorate, Organizational Effectiveness
Center and .School. He has a M.S. degree in Management from the Naval Postgraduate Schooland is a graduate of OECC 1"83.
CPT(P) Robertson's previous assignments include a
tour in Germany where he worked in a variety of positionsin· the Kaiserslautern Military Personnel Office
(MILPO), to include Chief, MILPO. While assigned in
Germany, he also worked in the Pinnasens Military
Community.Activity as the Chief, Community Assistance Center,< Alcohol and Drug Control Officer, and
Army Community Services Officer.
CPT(P)Robertson also served with the Combat Developments Experimentation Command where he was a
support platoon leader, infantry pl~toon leader, as·
sistant SGS, and aide-de-camp to the comn::tanding
general.
CPT(P) Robertson is a graduate of the AG Officer Advanced Course and Infantry Officer Basic Co\lrse.

Special thanks to CPT(P) Neno Easter for his editorial assistance.
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If you want to be one, you'd better learn to cut red tape, not be
afraid of the computer, face changes with confidence and build
long-term plans. Repnnt
.
c ,., .
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.
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Imagine the executive of the future. Will hereplace most of his workers with robots and make
important decisions by pressing buttons on his
desktop computer? Or will he stress a spirit of
teamwork among his employees, relying on gut
feelings and intuition for key decisions? Whatever
your view, you'll probably agree that tomorrow's
business executive will face one certainty: constant change. If you envision yourself as an executive in future years, you'll need to prepare for
coming changes in the way corporations will be
managed. In this article, we'll tell you how. To
delineate the qualities that will be most important
for executives in years to come, we interviewed
four "future-watchers": Hank Koehn, vice president for futures research at Security Pacific Corp.,
Los Angeles; Jay Elliot, vice president for human
resources at Apple Computer Inc., Cupertino; Dr.
Burt Nanus, director of the University of Southern California's Center for Futures Research; and
Richard Villora, a California-based management
consultant and president of the Los Angeles chapter of the World Future society. Based on their
views, we've come up with a list of nine traits
vitally important for those who want to hold toplevel posts in tomorrow's corporation.
1. Re-examine existing values. Take a close
look at your company's corporate culture and look
for ways to shape that culture to improve operations. Be open to change and to new ideas.

2. Anticipate changes. Become more aware
of what's going on outside your company. Keep
abreast of proposed legislation that could impact
your firm. Know what your competitors and/or
counterparts in other nations are up to and what
they are planning for the future. Try to figure out
what your customers will want in the future.
3. Communicate openly and clearly. Learn
to listen well and to express yourself clearly. Try to
see things from the point of view of your employees,
stockholders and customers. Listen to their con·
cerns. Keep them informed about the company's
challenges and ongoing projects. Don't be overly
secretive. Be honest.
4. Develop a corporate vision. Create a view
of long-term goals that all your employees can
strive to reach. Make sure each employee understands his or her role in the overall plan. Then
prepare specific, short-term goals that fit well with
the long-term vision of the corporation's future
role.
5. Stimulate employee teamwork. Let employees know how important they are to the company. Encourage employee suggestions. Give special recognition to employees who make significant achievements.
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6. Stimulate creativity. Utilize your own
creativity, rely on your intuition and take risks.
Encourage your employees to do the same. Experiment with new ideas, new ways of doing things.
Tolerate mistakes.
7. Eliminate bureaucracy. Get rid of unnecessary layers of management. Even if yours is a
large organization, create a feeling of smallness
among working groups. Minimize the number of
rules and regulations employees must follow.
Emphasize work output and productivity more
than formalities such as dress codes.
8. Eliminate any fear of computers. View
computers as tools and learn how they can be used
to improve productivity and communication.
Allow employees at all levels access to computers.
9. Be optimistic and welcome changes.
This is perhaps the most important rule of all.
Don't worry about who might be trying to maneuver into your position. Concentrate on doing a
good job, on adjusting to changes and not losing
sight of your vision of the future. Don't let
immediate concerns overshadow long-term
objectives. The ability to carefully re-examine
existing values is essential, say many concerned
with preparing individuals and corporations for
the future. It's necessary to complete an intense
reevaluation before implementing any changes.
USC's Nanus has a good track record of
examining the impacts of change on business and
society. Executives, he says, "must develop skills
in studying corporate cultures." A corporation's
culture refers to its rites, the way daily activities
are carried out, as well as its history, unwritten
rules, goals and values.
Only after a careful evaluation of a company's
current conditions can you begin to analyze the
potential impacts various changes might have
upon the organization-changes that you may
want to implement as well as those that are
brought about by factors in the external environment.
Getting the Jump on Change
The second step on our list of guidelines is to
become aware of outside factors that may affect
the way the company operates. "The future executive must be concerned with the external environment and positioning his company in the environment," Nanus says.
Nanus advises the would-be corporate leader to
become more knowledgeable about politics, international affairs, world trade and current issues of
the day. "The success of a top manager will be
based on his anticipative posture," Nan us explains.
"He will spend more time thinking about longrange strategy and planning."
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

N anus foresees the business leader of tomorrow
as meeting more often with his counterparts in
other corporations, with politicians and
with academic officials to learn more about
emerging issues and how to prepare for
forthcoming changes. He or she will also
have a stronger interest in international
affairs. "National boundaries are not
how markets are sliced anymore,"
says Nanus. "Even if his company does
not now have an international operation, the executive must pay more
attention to international affairs."
At Security Pacific Corp., anticipating
changes and expanding into international markets has paid off. Richard J.
Flamson III, chairman and chief
executive officer, recognized years ago
that it would be important for
U.S. financial services firms to
build an international base.
Since he took over the
of chairman back in
1978, Flamson has
steadily built up

ground for the future executive," he
adds.
Effective Communications
No.3, improving your communication
, ties in with nearly all aspects of the future
executive's job. Listening is an essential part of
the communication process, and you'll need to pay
close attention to what employees, stockholders and
consumers are telling youby their words and actions.
ull!t:iJllit::

It's also essential to keep your three key
audiences (employees, stockholders and
customers) supplied with the information they
need. Remind employees from time to time of the
company goals and of how they will benefit from
company's accomplishments. Don't use lines
of communication only when something goes
wrong; give employees praise when they
deserve it, too.

~ Elliot at Apple Computer believes it will be
more important in coming years for communication to move upward through the organization.
"Decisions will be communicated from the bottom
[of the organization] up," he says.

'I..

I

11[

The executive must know how to stimulate
communication within the company, how to encourage open discussion within the company
of its challenges and problems in order to
reach effective solutions.
Flamson's attitude is vividly
on the cover of Security
Pacific's most recent annual report,
which displays a telescope peering into
the heavens. Inside, the report says,
"Those who are a part of the financial
universe must continually seek new
views of their industry and their future
role in it."
~~•'~n"~,..

Koehn puts it more bluntly: "We are
going to a worldwide economy. Anybody
who attempts to manage in the style of
1940s, '50s, '60s and '70s isn't going to
attract business. The executive will have to
know more about what is going on in other
parts of the world." This is true for all
types of businesses, Koehn says.
"We will be operating in a transnational
mode- and you won't be able to treat everybody
as ifthey have the same culture," Koehn
continues. The mixture of cultures in Southern
California makes it "a marvelous training
Army Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

And one of the most important things
tives will communicate to employees, all of
our future-watchers agree, is a corporate vision.
"The model executive of 20 years ago was an
individual who ran a tight ship. Today he sets a
course of direction for the ship," explains Nanus.
Long-range views of the corporation'~ goals and
objectives will be more essential in the years
ahead, and executives need to foster such planning. "The executive will be more strategically involved," observes Apple's Elliot. "He will be a
visionary who envisions where products will be
sold, how they will be used."
The future executive
will concentrate more on establishing
goals to ensure "the long-term survival
of the corporation," agrees Koehn, and less on
details involving day-to-day operations. He or
she will be a leader who establishes a
strong vision and who is charismatic
within the organization, says Koehn.
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To move the company toward that vision, the
future executive will foster teamwork among
employees. Says Elliot, "he will encourage an
open administration, one which will allow employees to participate at all levels of the organization." The executive will inspire employees to
work together to strive toward common goals.
This will be accomplished by letting employees
know how important they are to the company, by
encouraging their suggestions and by establishing a foundation of mutual respect and open communication. Important, too, will be creativity. The
future executive will rely more on intuition than
did his corporate ancestors, says Villora, and will
encourage employees to do the same.
Koehn agrees, and stresses that this will mean
the executive will tolerate mistakes made during
the search for new solutions. He will encourage
new ideas and employee suggestions.
One thing the new executive won't tolerate,
however, is unnecessary layers of bureaucracy
and red tape. He will take steps to streamline the
organizational structure so there's "less politics
and less bureaucracy," says Elliot. Bottlenecks
such as large purchasing departments-notorious
for creating paperwork nightmares-are on their
way out, Elliot says.
There will be less emphasis on regulations such
as dress codes, he continues. "Getting the job done
is going to be the important thing-not what you
wear or what parties you go to."
Don't Fear Computers

The personal, desktop or microcomputer will be
a useful tool to the corporate executive, says
Villora, who often conducts seminars on management uses of microcomputers.
"The executive will use a personal computer to
do more of the things he now assigns to a
secretary-typing memos, scheduling appointments," Elliot says. Executives will no longer consider themselves above such tasks.
If today's manager wants to rise in the corporation, he or she had better learn to use the
personal (or micro-) computer, advises Villora.
"This tool is made of the stuff that MBAs once
were," he says. The computer is information. It
provides instant access to a spreadsheet of the
company's planned annual budget, or just about
any other data needed. "I can't imagine the future
executive without a personal computer," Villora
says. "We are way into the information society,"
he continues. "The computer is the appliance of
the 80s."

While Villora recognizes that many executives
have a fear of computers, he believes that fear is
caused partially by the so-called issue of computer
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literacy, the misconception that you need to know
how a computer operates to use one.
"This whole thing about computer literacy is a
straw man raised by academia," he asserts.
"We're not television-literate, but we use a complicated electronic device by pressing buttons. We
are not automobile-literate, but we use the automobile. We don't need to become computer programmers to use computers.
The executive, he says, needs to stay informed of
issues concerning computers. And the key issues
change every few months. "A little over a year
ago, the question was what type of personal
computer to buy. By September 1983, the emphasis
was on IBM PCs and IBM compatibles," continues
Villora. "Now the emphasis is on the micro-tomainframe connection and telecommunciations."
Welcome the Changes
"The executive can't be tied to old ways," Villora
adds. "Traditional management is obsolete. The
key phrases now are creativity and a willingness
to take risks." Villora also expects to see women
play a more visible role in the business world,
especially in executive positions.
According to Security Pacific's Koehn, the
corporate executive will welcome the many
changes ahead. "He'll be flexible\ always in
search of new ideas, and he won't be afraid of uncertainty-he doesn't see it as a threat."
The future executive will be an optimist, looking
forward to exciting changes. He won't be worried
about job security, about others trying to maneuver into his position. And despite the hordes of
MBAs expected to be seeking corporate jobs, "the
executive will not be threatened by the person with
an MBA," says Koehn.
The reason? Business schools train individuals
to manage, not to lead, Koehn explains. "Streetsmarts has been bred out of those people as scientific techniques are bred in. All an MBA does is
fine-tune something that has already been done.
Skill doesn't replace wisdom." Koehn uses a
cooking analogy to explain the impact of MBA
programs on individuals. What MBAs learn, he
says, "is that you can never vary from the recipe."
And while MBAs and managers typically "want
things to run smoothly," says Koehn, "the executive wants excitement."
For the individual who welcomes change and
the opportunities it brings, the future is bright,
Koehn and other future-watchers agree. So find
yourself a quiet place, away from telephones and
beepers, and try to imagine where you'd like to be
in the year 2001. Then plan how you'll reach that
goal, and get going. Good luck!
0
Tom Murnane is a Los Angeles free-lance writer.
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ENTERTAINMENT:

Is this company's executive ahead of his time?
by Tom Murnane

T h e subject [of the future executive] is a critical one
for the 1980s and '90s," says Louis AKwiker, president
and chief executive officer of Wherehouse Entertainment Inc. Kwiker is one executive who prepared his
company for the future-and boosted profits in the process. Since he took over as CEO in February 1982,
Kwiker has displayed many of the characteristics
others have associated with the executive of the future.
Kwiker implemented a new company strategy,
changed corporate goals, created a new vision of the
firm's future role, and gave employees a stake in the profits. These rapid changes have led to impressive
financial results.
Gardena-based Wherehouse Entertainment ranked
as the seventh-best-performing California stock for
1983, according to the California Business annual tally
(published in the March 1984 issue). Earnings per share
at Wherehouse increased 126 percent for fiscal 1983
from the previous year. And earnings per share for the
first half of fiscal 1984 were double those for the same
period a year earlier.
"In the last five years, American management has
found that it is not competing well in many areas,"
Kwiker observes.
"There's been a reawakening by American executives. We must now change some fundamental precepts." And one of the major changes American businessmen must make, Kwiker emphasizes, is to foster a
new sense of leadership within our companies.
"We [in American business] focus too much on managing and not enough on leading," Kwiker says. "A
leader creates a vision that is communicated and believed. The chief executive's vision has a powerful impact on the success of the organization."
When K wiker took over as CEO, the firm's name was
Integrity Entertainment Corp. It was a well-known
chain of more than 100 record and tape stores, Wherehouse Records. "We looked at what we thought we were,
a record and tape store, and reassessed ourselves," recalls K wiker. "We developed a new vision and radically
changed the corporate culture."
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The company's role expanded to include the sale and
rental of videotapes and the sale of computer software
programs, blank video and recording tape, audio and
video accessories as well as records and tapes. Wherehouse Entertainment has become a leader in specialty
retailing.
Kwiker and his top executives also took steps to create
a team-work atmosphere. At Wherehouse, there are no
"employees"; each person employed by the company is
considered an "ownerI associate." Three percent of each
owner/associate's earnings goes toward the purchase
of stock, giving each person at the Wherehouse a tangible incentive to work toward company goals.
Kwiker believes there are substantial benefits to giving employees a share in ownership. If an employee
isn't doing his or her part, others are more likely to tell
that person to get in shape, Kwiker says. "With a football team, if one person is out of step, the play breaks
down," notes Kwiker. "Organizations work like that,
too."
At Wherehouse, the top executives participate in a
quarterly evaluation process. Each officer is evaluated
in six categories by his fellow officers. In effect, each
executive's performance is measured against the combined performance of his peers. Says K wiker, "My
bonus is determined by my subordinates."
In the years to come, Kwiker believes, the successful
executive must create a strong vision for his or her firm
and establish a corporate culture where that vision can
flourish.
Kwiker's vision is succeeding at Wherehouse Entertainment. "The changes are only beginning," he
maintains. "We didn't complete anything; we've just
started." 0
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Strategic Management At The Army
Engineer Center
The Fort Belvoir OE Staff
The Engineer Center at Ft. Belvoir has embarked on a twofold
approach to achieving and maintaining focus for its activities.
What began as a collaborative effort to examine mission and
priorities now features an analysis of .current activities and a
future-oriented action plan. The Ft. Belvoir OE Staff. Office plays
a key. role in helping the Commanding General and his directors
and staff with this· on-going process of. evaluation and change.
Assessment
In the summer of1982, the Fort BelvoirOE staff
assessed the various aspects of how business gets
done at the Army Engineer Center. OESOs interviewed forty-seven post leaders about what they
thought were the Center's strengths, weaknesses,
and probable future. The results of this assessment were briefed to MG James N. Ellis, who had
assumed command four months earlier.
Several strong themes ran throughout the assessment data, the most positive of which were the
quality of life, and installation and community
support activities. On the other hand, the respondents indicated that improvement was needed in
the way goals and priorities were set. MG Ellis,
suggesting that a collaborative effort was called
for in formulating goals and setting priorities, discussed the idea of a planning conference with key
members of his staff. As a result, the OE Staff
Office was tasked to organize a conference at a
location away from the installation. The Xerox International Training Center in Leesburg, Virginia
became the site for the four-day conference. This
location provided many advantages including a
relaxed yet business-like atmosphere, which was
well designed for conferencing and learning; also,
participants were housed and fed in an attractive,
efficient dormitory arrangement.
Conference Planning
Design of the Strategic Management Conference focused on a values-based examination of
purpose, mission, goals and objectives. A scanning phase involved examining the Ft. Belvoir environment, using feedback of the assessment data
as a starting point.
The central theme of the conference, and the
activities that followed it, was the molding of a
High Performance System, an organization
which excels in pursuit of its basic purpose. In a
half-day session a few weeks before the Leesburg
trip, LTC Frank Burns briefed the conferees on the
characteristics of High Performance Systems
theory. Received enthusiastically, his briefing set
an anticipatory attitude among the group.
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Mission
The mission of the United States Army Engineer Center is to:
• Provide the Total Army with a modernized military
engineer capability.
• Provide deployable combat ready units.
• Provide a mobilization base.
• Provide a quality working and living environment.
• Provide quality support and services to the community.

Goals
The Goals of the United States Army Engineer Center are:
A SCHOOL WHICH PROVIDES
MODERNIZED ENGINEER SUPPORT
TO THE TOTAL ARMY THROUGH:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concepts and Doctrine
Organizations and Force Structure
Material Systems
Trained Soldiers
Training Strategies
Force Competency

AN ARMY INSTALLATION WHICH SUPPORTS THE TOTAL ARMY
MISSION WITH:
•
•
•
•
•

FORSCOM Deployable Units
A Mobilization-Ready Base
Optimal Resource Management
Technological Advances
Planned Control of Events

A TOTAL ARMY COMMUNITY WHICH SUPPORTS MEMBERS BY:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal and Professional Development
An Environment which Enhances Effectiveness
Dedication to Excellence
Services which Demonstrate Care and Concern
Mental and Physical Fitness as a Way of Lite
Responsible Membership in the Northern Virginia
Community

Figure 1
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Figure2

Sample ''Management lndlcatclr" lnformation1rom. Review &. Analysis·Quarterly Report

REV
ANALYSIS
THIRD QUARTER

FISCAL YEAR '83

US ARMY ENGINEER CENTER and FORT BELVOIR
Budget Execution
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ORGANIZATION:

DRM

CHART NUMBER:

DRM 2

FORT BELVOIR GOAL Ill applicable!:

CHART TITLE: Budget Execution OMA
Establish an innovative system
BASOPS (TRADOC)
that optimizes resource management.
·•· MANAGEMENT INDICATOR DESCRIPTION !Explain what is being measured]: Budget execution documents the expenditure of
appropriated funds for mission accomplishMent. The Command programs by month, and our execution is
monitored by TRADOC. Failure to execute our program properly may result in withdrawal of funds.
PERFORMANCE DATA:
Goal (Check one):

Local __

TRADOC _x_

DA _ _

Other (Specify)

Data (Tabulate actual numbers for each line displayed. including goal).
FY 83
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... ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE/CORRECTIVE ACTION Ill necessary]:
Execution is 96% of program. Deviation is within TRADOC guidelines.
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Both before and during the conference, Mr. Guy
DeFuria of the DA OE office assisted the OE Staff,
emphasizing the need for a formal evaluation
follow-through to institutionalize the work of the
conferees. The resultant OE effort resembled the
classic four-step process.

Mission, Goals & Objectives
The OESOs planned an ambitious schedule for
the conference, which was briefed to MG Ellis. He
felt comfortable with the schedule and said that he
would be satisfied if the group were able to work
through to the mission and goals.
The first achievements of the conference were
statements of Mission and Goals, as shown in
Figure L In early 1983 the Secretary of the Army
issued his "Excellence" message, which Fort
Belvoir publicized throughout the installation. In
concert with this, posters and other media
methods conveyed the post's Goals to both military and civilian members of the command.
By the end of the conference, we had produced
more than 400 "raw objectives". A followup committee whittled the list to some 95 objectives and
recommended that the Commanding General institute Tracking Sessions and Review & Analysis
reports to bolster a continuing pursuit of the objectives.
Tracking Sessions
The first Tracking Session was held in early
1983. Combining a morning review of goals and
objectives with an afternoon professional development program, the session featured a presentation on wellness by LTC(R) AI Coke. At subsequent Tracking Sessions, repeating the format,
directors and brigade commanders or their representatives continued to report progress as various
objectives were met.
Review & Analysis
The Review & Analysis quarterly report pre·
sents 109 management indicators, all in like format, derived from reports required by higher headquarters (FORSCOM, TRADOC, or DA). For each
indicator, the R&A reader is given a graphic and
statistical profile of the subject, along with the
related Ft. Belvoir goal and performance progress
(Figure 2). The Engineer Center can thereby keep
an eye on the nuts-and-bolts aspects of its daily
operations while evaluating the effectiveness of
its future-oriented goals and objectives. TheReview & Analysis provides an additional advantage of consolidating the Engineer Center's major
report data in one periodical publication.
Second SMC
As 1983 was drawing to a close, MG Ellis, his
commanders and staff, were underway with the
second annual Strategic Management Conference, designed specifically to incorporate the
strengths of the previous conference while improv36

ing on its shortcomings. Demonstrating effective
followup committee work, the statement of Mission and Goals was modified only slightly as a
result of this second conference. Moreover, conference attendees applauded the Ft. Belvoir staff for
unifying an effective planning effort with periodic
examination and evaluation throughout the year.
0

CPT Jim White, MSG Tim Dransfield, MSG Bob Turner,
CPT Doug Bullard, SFC Dave Smith.

• • • The, Engitteer Center OE Staff
Cprr·DOUG BULLARD Engineer, commissi6ned
1974;ha~heldEi!1,giP.~er\comqu:md, and staifpositionsin
thetQtst .Aii·bome and .• 25th!nfantry Divisions.
CPT BILL DUME:YER Adjutant General, commis~
sionedinl971, has held command andstaffpositions in
the . 2d J\rmored.Division~UJd Korea,
SFC DAVE.SMITHMilitaryPo1ice, entered service in
1968, h.:1s held troop leadel' pc~,sitionsinCONUS, Hawaii
andJapan...·
MSG.. BOBTtJ)lNI!iRMilitary. Intelligence, entered
servi~in. ·t9()6,. has·. served in Vietnam •... Finland,
Malaysia, Federal Rep~blic ofGel'II)any and CONUS.
(;PT JIM .WHITE Engineer, cQnnnissioned in 1972,
has helci Engineer command and staff positions in
CONUS and USAREUR.
SP4 GALE BROWN entered service in1978and has
served at Ft, Jackson, Ft. Polk, and Ft.. Belvoir.
",

'

--

--

_::·-_,

. . . . . . ""sisting Personnel

MR• .GUYDeFURlAGM-14, with the OEOffice, HQ,
Dept of Army, has beet:l with the Federal Government
sincel964.
MSG TIM DRONSFIELP J>ersonnel Management
Specialist, entered service in .1966, has served in
Vietnam, F'ederal Republic ()fGennat:ly, Hawaii, and
Korea.
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The Challenge Of Force Modernization
Colonel John D. Borgman
and
Major Alexander F. Wojcicki
The greatest challenge facing our Army in the
next several years is the simultaneous reorganization and equipment modernization
of its combat forces. For the unit commander, the challenge is multiplied by the need to
integrate the Division 86 reorganization and
its hardware modernization with the many
training and support requirements that are a
normal part of garrison existence. For the
armored force, it is the most significant advance in combat capability in over 40 years.
Reprinted with permission from Armor Magazine,
September-October, 1983.
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Historical Perspective
Many think that Force Modernization is something new to our Army. However, our Army, like
all successful armies, has modernized continuously throughout its history. The reason for modernization is two-fold: to deter aggression or, failing
that, to win on the battlefield.
The Army's modernization efforts have never
proceeded at a smooth pace. We have modernized
irregularly during the last century, and technological advances have generally been the catalysts for change. In the past, we have modernized
either during hostilities, or under threat of immediate war, and a single new weapon has often been
responsible for profound changes at the tactical
level.
Today we have entered the latest cycle of Force
Modernization, and the Abrams main battle tank
and Bradley fighting system are changing much
of the "way we do business" on the battlefield with
our heavy forces.
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As with the past modernization cycles, this one
is driven by the availability of new technology
and by the threat posed by potential adversaries.
What distinguishes this cycle from others is that
we are not only acquiring significant new technology for the maneuver forces, we are also
placing a much-needed emphasis on our combat
support and combat service support organizations. We are significantly modifying doctrine,
making great changes to the organizational structure of our divisions, and we are doing this in a
relatively short period of time. Our ability to accomplish all this is enhanced by the fact that we
can make this transition while in a peacetime
posture. (See Table 1 for a more detailed listing of
new equipment for Division 86 elements.)
Grass Roots Modernization
Much has been written about the grand strategy
of modernization, but relatively little has been
done to define the process for the tactical unit commander-on his terms. We sometimes forget that
hardware modernization alone is not force modernization. It is only one part of the process. As an
Army-wide function, modernization has five key
elements:

....

• Equipping the force ... Equipment modernization
• Manning the force ... Attract and retain good
soldiers
• Training the force .... To fight and to maintain
• Organizing the force .... Division 86/Army 90
• Fighting the force ..... AirLand Battle doctrine
Although this view of the modernization process is valid, it does not address the reality of force
modernization to the battalion undergoing
transition nor to the division and installation
supportin~ and assisting in that transition. At
that level it is more useful to refer to the five "Rs"
of force ~odernization. 1 These can be viewed as
the unit's mission statement for force modernization:
• Reorganizing the unit
• Reequipping with new or modernized equipment

'The idea for the 5 "Rs" was first proposed as a symbol for unit
modernization by Lieutenant Colonel Bill Freitas in January 1982,
while he was Chief of the Force Modernization Division, Fort Hood,
TX.
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Some Major New Tactical Systems
Affecting the Heavy Division
Armor

M1 Abrams MBT

Cavalry

M3 cavalry fighting vehicle (CFV)

Jnfantry

M2 infantry fighting vehicle (IFV)
M901 improved TOW vehicle (lTV)

Artillery

M270 multiple launch rocket system
AN GSG-10 tactical fire direction system
AN GYK-29 battery computer system
YMOM-105 Aquila remotely piloted vehicle
(RPV}

Aviatron

AH64 advanced attack helicopter
AHlS Cobra (fully modernized)
UH60A Blackhawk utility helicopter
CH47D Chinook
OH58D Kiowa. (A HIP)

Engineer

M9 armored combat earthmover (ACE)

Air defense M247 Sgt York division air defense gun
MIM48 improved Chapparal air defense missile
FIM92 Stinger manportable air defense missile

Signal

AN/TTC~41

automatic telephone central

Intelligence EH-1H/EH-60 Ouickfix ECM aircraft
Trailblazer and teampack intercept and
direction finding systems
ASAS (the all-source analysis system)

Common
Items

TSEC/J<Y-57/58 Vinson speech security
equipment
M977 Series heavy expanded. mo.bility tactical
truck (HEMTT)
M939 Series 5-ton trucks

Table 1.
• Retraining our soldiers to fight and maintain
the new systems
• Redistributing displaced equipment
• Readiness
Reorganizing. To meet the threat of mid- to
high-intensity combat in the NATO environment,
the Army has developed the AirLand Battle doctrine, which is to be implemented by the Division
86 force structure. The major change for the armor
battalion is the addition of a fourth tank company
and reduction ofthe tank platoon from five to four
tanks. The cavalry squadron undergoes changes
that give it two air troops equipped with attack
and scout helicopters, and two ground troops
equipped with Bradley cavalry fighting vehicles.
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The mechanized infantry battalion has four companies equipped with Bradley infantry fighting
vehicles that give the battalion 60 25-mm automatic cannons and add 51 TOW launchers for a
total of 72 TOW platforms.
Reequipping. Once a unit has been reorganized, it draws its new combat vehicles. This is the
last step of a very complex effort on the part of the
materiel developer, the personnel community, and
the training establishment-all coordinated by
the division or installation Force Modernization
Office. Items that have to be accounted for before
the vehicles can be successfully fielded are support
and ancillary equipment, including:
• Components; tools; and test, measuring, and
diagnostic equipment
• Authorized stockage list, and prescribed load
list
• Validated technical, supply, and soldiers
manuals, and an Army Training Evaluation
Program
• Ammunition
• Training aids, ranges, and range construction
• New equipment training and materiel fielding
teams
• Added military and civilian manpower spaces
• Funding
• Military construction requirements
• Documentation associated with the new system
At this stage, the most critical element is getting
an approved modification table of organization
and equipment into the hands of the unit at least 6
months before the anticpated reorganization date.
The effective date (E-date) of the implementing
orders should match the reorganizing/reequipping date as closely as possible. Should theE-date
follow the issue of the major new system by
several months, the personnel and equipment
requisitioning cycle may not be long enough to get
the needed new personnel and required materiel to
the unit in time to participate in the retraining
effort. (See Table 2 for a detailed commander's
check list for transitioning to a new organization
and equipment.)
Retraining. After it has been reorganized and
reequipped, the battalion enters the most demanding phase of the modernization process-retraining. A new equipment training team (NETT),
funded by the materiel developer and manned by
the training establishment, teaches the battalion's soldiers how to operate and maintain the
equipment. Additional skills are taught to the
direct support and general service maintenance
personnel who will support the battalion. A new
organization training team (NOTT) teaches the
leaders how to employ the new organization, and
explains the reasons for the new unit organization. Formal new equipment training is followed
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Commander's Transition.·CIIecklist
Do 1:
• Know when the unit will convert to IJivision 86 (JSeries)?
• Have a copy of my MTOE withE-date?
• Have a distribution plan of all new tactical systems
the battalion will receive?
• Have a clear <picture:otwhat the unitwifllook like
after conversion •and retraining?
• Have a detailed plan of action forthe entire transition process, and is. each subordinate leader intimately. familiar .with it?
• Have an information and .education program to
ensure that the soldiers really understand what is
happening to them?
• Have a materiel fielding plan 1or each new system I
am scheduled to receive?
Have I appointed a transition projectofficertobethe
main point of contact tor alt transition-related actions?
Who is my point of contactJn the division or installation Force Modernization Office?
What does my unit's training, exercise, and support
schedule look like for the 6 months before, and after,
conversion? What will be the·effect of moving up or
slipping conversion by several months?
Have sufficient Force Modernization funds been
made available to pay the added costs of the new system?
Willi have barracks or motor pool space problems
because of the conversion?
Have t been able to contact the commander of the
NETT? Wilt requiredJMIJE tools and components be on
hand prior to start of NET?Willlhave adequate numbers of personnet in the right MOSJo undergo NET?
Is the initial ASUPLL forthe new system on hand?
Am I satisfiedwlth the DS/GS maintenance scheme tor
my new system? What are the plus~ups in common
items (trucks, generators, radios) authorized for the
new TO&E, and will I be able to get them?
IJo I have sufficient range priority to accomplish
needed training? What resources are available to train
the leaders on capabilities ofthe new organization and
how to fightit? Willi be receiving qualified soldiers
from the training base after conversion?
What sort of personnel stabUizati:on scheme is being
proposed to ensure that I haven.'t lost most of my newly
trained personnelwithin 2 months?

Table 2.
by a period during which the unit trains together
and develops its skills with the new system and
organization. The entire transition process, from
turn-in of displaced equipment to completion of
training, can take up to 6 months.
Redistributing. One factor often overlooked in
the modernization process is the magnitude of the
repair and redistribution effort needed to get the
displaced equipment moving to its next destina40

tion. This equipment rarely ends up at the property disposal yard. In the case of displaced
M60Al tanks, there are a number of possibilities.
They can go to a rebuild and conversion line for
refitting to become M60A3s; be sent directly to
another active or reserve component unit to become the new tactical system; or be transferred to
another service. Depending upon the next
destination, the repair and refurbishment effort at
the installation can range from turn-in and
shipment in an "as is complete" condition to arequirement to bring the tanks up to TM transfer
standards before shipment. In any event, without
a well-designed plan of action, the unit can suffer
through an extended period of repair and turn-in.
Extensive coordination with the logisticians and
the installation director of industrial operations is
critical. The unit must know well in advance
exactly what is expected of it.
Readiness. The goal of the transition is to
achieve a state of readiness to fight and win. The
sustainment of soldier skills and equipment readiness will continue to be a major challenge, given
the increased knowledge required to operate and
maintain the unit's new weapons systems.
Supervisor shortages, personnel turmoil, and the
many training "distractors" we experience will
remain a fact of life. The entire installation chain
of command must be committed to reducing the
external factors that prevent the new unit from
sustaining its new-found skills and capabilities.
Organize To Modernize
Some form of ad hoc staff organization has been
established at most installations to oversee the
modernization process. These "Force Mod" offices
range from a single individual on the G3 staff, or
in the operations division of the directorate of
plans and training, all the way to complete transi·
tion teams working directly for the chief of staff.
Duties range from coordination of staff activities
to complete responsibility for planning for and executing all modernization actions. The size,
source, and duties of these offices are different at
each installation.

At Fort Hood, where over 250 new tactical systems or major components are being fielded to III
Corps units over the next several years, the modernization process is seen as something affecting
all units-and as being affected by all tactical and
installation staff agencies. Therefore, the Fort
Hood Force Modernization Office is used as the
focal point of the modernization effort to facilitate
rather than execute transition-related actions.
The Fort Hood modernization program does not
employ a large central transition team, but uses a
network of action officers throughout the staff instead. The command group provides emphasis to
the prog-:.-am, and the action officers and their staff
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agency chiefs work in close coordination with the
Force Modernization Office to anticipate, identify,
and resolve problems before they become roadblocks to a unit's transition activities. As an information and action integrator, the Force Modernization Office screens and evaluates the vast
amounts of often conflicting information and
guidance received by the installation.
A major activity for the Fort Hood Force Modernization Office is the automation of much of the
classified information published in support of the
modernization effort by higher headquarters.
This is done with secure microcomputers that execute word processing, data processing, and
comparison of new distribution information with
previous data and analysis of the changes. New
information can then be reformatted and provided
to each unit on post. Classified word processing
permits preparation and updating of the installation Force Modernization Master Plan to provide the latest planning information to the units.
The use of electronic spreadsheeting in the classified mode permits easy preparation and updating
of the Modernization Resource Information
Submission, which is the key fiscal planning document. Access to the Advanced Research Projects
Agency computer network, the Army Materiel
Data File, Remote Terminal Query Service, the
Logistics Intelligence File, the Force Mod
Conference of DELTANET, and the Integrated
Logistics System Milestone Reporting System has
been obtained by adding a computer telecommunications capability. The information obtained from
these data bases and teleconferences is critical to
keeping our local files accurate and coordinating
key modernization actions.

Total System Fielding
Traditionally, the concept of total system fielding has been applied to the practice of fielding new
hardware in support of the modernization effort.
Under this concept, all factors affecting the
fielding of a new system are taken into account:
TO&E, manuals, support equipment, training,
and personnel implications. For some time, the
Army has been attempting to change the focus of
the total system from pieces of hardware to the
"type" battalions that will use the hardware. The
term "force integration" is being applied.
This "total battalion" concept indicates a shift
away from the over-emphasis on the fielding of
materiel toward a greater concern for the overall
effects of all the changes that are occurring. Unfortunately, neither concept is fully adequate for
describing modernization. Each is useful, but each
is limited by its scope. The key to successful Force
Modernization is a concept of integration that
recognizes the hierarchical nature of the task.
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We do need "total battalion" managers to look
at that structure. We also need "total division"
and "total corps" managers who are responsible
for those levels of command. While a total battalion integrator or manager would focus his attention on a "type" unit (infantry, armor, cavalry, or
engineer), the total division manager would look
at task forces and their supporting forces (artillery, engineers, signal, and direct support maintenance). The total corps manager would view the
general support maintenance capability as well as
the critical assest available only at the corps level.
These facilitators would not be theoretical analysts, but practical managers who would translate
theoretical force designs into functional organizations by tracking and assisting the transition
progress of each of their organization "types."
While this is an implied task for all military staffs,
their function should be explicitly defined and assigned. To permit these officers to get the job done,
they must be given two tools: a team of staff specialists in the areas of personnel, materiel, and organizational development; and better communication assets.
The speed with which change has been occurring has made the traditional means of communication less than adequate. Reliance on face-to-face
meetings with their significant costs in temporary
duty funds and time, slow automatic data
information network messages and letters, and
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telephone calls to conduct much of our business
has perpetrated an inefficient, compartmented
information exchange mechanism. Industry has
been quick to adopt more productive information
management practices as the technology of
computer networking has matured. Given the
present cost of managing the modernization
effort, it would seem appropriate to investigate the
effectiveness of computer-based teleconferencing
and the design of a Force Modernization Data
Base to enhance the ability of modernization managers at all levels to coordinate their efforts. In
this way, many of the planning and execution
failures that affect the transitioning battalions
could be prevented.

Victory Depends On The Man Behind the Gun

In this age of high-technology weaponry, we
often forget that it is ultimately the men and
women in uniform who will win our battles. The
soldier is the key to success. General Patton said:
"Wars may be fought with weapons, but they are
won by men. It is the spirit of the men who follow
and the man who leads that gains the victory." 2
This applies as much today as it did in 1933, and it
helps us put the present modernization cycle into
the proper perspective.
'General George S. Patton in Cavalry Journal, Sep 1963, and
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, p. 791.

ir

CiVilization is.alw$ys .·qangerwh~n those who have . never··.fearned
to obey are giy~n the right to command. ..,..Fulton J. Sheen
The main ingredient to.s.tardom islhe rest offheteam. -John .Wooden
An·appeaseris ottewho feeds a·crocodUe-hoping ilvvilleat him last.
-Winston. Churchill
If t wi~hedto punish ~province,l would have it govern~d··by
philosophers• .....Frederick th~ Great

.. .,
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Force Integration
Lieutenant Colonel Jack A. LeCuyer, US Army

The Army is deeply committed to the development of new doctrine, force structure and equipment that will improve its ability to
fight and win the Airland Battle. The magnitude of these changes
is unprecedented. If not managed properly, these changes will
seriously impede performance of the Army's many missions. In
this article, the author examines some of the methods used in the
8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) to manage these numerous
changes.
Reprinted with permission from Military Review. Feb. 83.

Field Manuals (FMs) 100-5, Operations, and
100-10, Combat Service Support, the doctrinal capstone manuals for the AirLand Battle, characterize
future battlefields as having high volumes of fire
and no distinct forward line of own troops or forward edge of battle area traces. In many cases,
small units and task forces may find themselves
bypassed or encircled by enemy units. The crossattachment of forces to reconstitute units or in response to the flow of battle will be common.
The key to winning in that kind of environment
will be a complete understanding, at every level, of
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how to fight. This knowledge translates into the
confidence, competence and initiative of soldiers
and their leaders. The extent to which these qualities
can be instilled in soldiers will determine the confidence they will have in themselves, each other,
their weapons systems and their leaders. These attributes have long been known as contributors to
unit cohesion, teamwork, inspired leadership and,
ultimately, victories on the battlefield. They are an
integral part of the Anny's new doctrine. Success
will result form carefully attending to the human
element and properly training units to execute
their general defense plans (GDPs) and wartime
battlefield tasks.
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But, while there is a doctrine for fighting a battle,
there is no doctrine for managing the changes that
are associated with the AirLand Battle doctrine.
The division's traditional training tasks are more
complex today because of the wave of change that
engulfs the Army as doctrine, force structure and
equipment are modernized; as new combat capabilities become a part of multiechelon, integrated
combined arms training; and as units train as
they would fight in a war. The challenge facing
any division, particularly one that is deployed
overseas, such as the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized), is to maintain internal equilibrium against
an external environment over which it has little
control. Stability is needed in three major areas:
force development, training and operations, and
support and sustainability.
A division's ability to control these different
aspects varies considerably. Traditionally, the division commander has controlled the training and
operations environment, deriving his training
tasks from a well-established GDP mission and a
series of contingency plans, exercises, and so forth.
Once a mission is determined, he procures and
allocates the resources needed for training.
For the most part, the Army has done a good job
of training its soldiers. The ability to influence the
support and sustainability area is somewhat more
troublesome because the division neither controls
the appropriations for quality of life and work facilities nor makes the basic decisions about accessions and the distribution of military occupational
specialties (MOSs). Nevertheless, managing sustainability in a time of constrained resources and
changing guidance has been done reasonably
well. But, today, maintaining a division's internal
equilibrium is complicated greatly by the need to
rebuild the Army from the inside out. It is an effort
unmatched by any in the past, and no area will be
left untouched.
Force integration is the introduction, incorporation and sustainment of doctrine, new organizations
and new equipment into an extant force structure.
It must be understood that this is a multidimensional affair that affects every level of an organization. Several different levels demand attention:
• Technical-properly documenting and providing resources for a total system as well as a
mapping of project manager and US Army
Training and Doctrine Command systems
manager goals and objectives.
• Mechanical-getting the action under way.
• Training-integrating force developments into multiechelon, combined arms training.
This builds the tactical and technical competence that will generate the most benefit.
• Ownership-assuring that changes are fully
accepted by leaders and individual soldiers.
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Solutions to the technical problems can be
handled only at levels above the division. The division and the fielding units can only identify, as
indeed they have over the past few years, the problems of the documentation of personnel and equipment or doctrinal shortcomings. And, although
the Army is now aware of these problems through
Department of the Army (DA) inspector general (IG)
special inspections and is working on solutions,
the changes continue unabated. In the meantime,
the division must learn to manage the problems.
The tactical commander in the division must ultimately manage the mechanical, training and
ownership levels of force development so that each
new change is fully incorporated into a unit's combat capability. This requires a delicately balanced
combination of leadership and management. At
the division level in Europe, each AirLand Battle
function must be analyzed in terms of the factors
that affect the Army's ability to fight and win:
doctrine, new force structure, new equipment, stationing, brigade slice training and GDP battle plans.
The ability to do this changes almost daily as
the division and its leaders must manage change
on a near-real-time basis. Moreover, the tactical
commander's problem involves incremental fielding of such systems as the Stinger and Vinson and
requires that dual-proficiency training programs
be conducted for extended periods of time. Additionally, the simultaneous fielding of major systems, such as the M60A3, or retrofit with the tank
thermal sight can quickly consume a battalion's
planning ability.
The key to winning when fighting outnumbered
is having personnel at every level who know how
we plan to fight and support the combined arms
battle. This requires a constant readiness to fight,
using the doctrine, force structure and equipment
that are available at any given time in an era of
constant change.
Force integration is the major task facing the
8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) in Fiscal Year
(FY) 1984. The division's approach to training
management was described in "Training in the
8th Infantry Division (Mechanized)," by Lieutenant Colonel William R. Lynch III and Captain
Garth T. Bloxham, in the September 1983 Military
Review. The division has adopted a rigorous
approach to force integration and concentrates on
centralized planning and decentralized execution.
Together, the methods used define the division's
approach to force integration and the process by
which change is managed. The result is the maintenance of the division's combat readiness through
a combination of "new" and "old" doctrine, force
structure and equipment.
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Organizing the Force Development Challenge

By any standard, a true combined arms, totally
integrated, multiechelon sustainment program is
both rigorous and ambitious. It challenges commanders with an intense "close-in" battle on a daily
basis. Of equal importance, because it requires considerable centralized design, brigade slice training
absorbs major blocks of the division staffs time
and effort. And it is not clear that a division staff
organized along the traditional, stovepiped functional lines can deal with both the near-term execution of a combined arms training and sustainment
program and the long-term planning required to
integrate changes into brigade slice training and
GDP planning at every echelon.
Early 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) experience in fielding new systems, such as the tactical fire direction system (TACFIRE), revealed
that the vertical distribution of functions in a traditionally organized general staff made it difficult
to separate the need to focus all aspects of force
development from the traditional staff functions.
As a result, many key aspects of fielding, such as
authorized stockage list (ASL) and/ or prescribed
load list (PLL) fill, "slipped through the crack."
Force modernization coordinators on the staff and
in the fielding units, which were already understaffed, attemped to track down every detail, but
they oftentimes failed to tap division staff resources.
A multidisciplined general staff section was
needed for long-range force development planning,
to monitor execution and most importantly, to
identify problems, resolve conflicts and provide resources for solutions. The staff organization that
was adopted was based on the need to integrate
and focus several areas rather than to rely on the
traditional systems managers or force modernization coordinators. The organization was to provide
a functional knowledge base and to establish priorities for force development actions by bringing
into sharp focus all aspects of such actions.
Thus, a new general staff directorate for force
development was created "out of hide" to be the
"corporate long-range planner" for the 8th Infantry
Division (Mechanized). Two key concepts were
explicit in the letter of instruction that established
the section. The assistant chief of staff for force development would:
• Act as the division's single pointofcontactfor
all force development actions. These include
doctrinal and Air Land Battle systems reviews,
new force structure, new equipment with its
associated logistic and personnel tails, stationing, and doctrinal and procedural "strawmen"
for brigade slice and division staff training.
• Be centralized to manage the flow of information and long-term planning, clear away the
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"underbrush" for the tactical commander and
division staff, leverage the division staff and
other nondivisional organizations, and intensively manage the transfer of future planning
to the rest of the division staff as each force development action was completed.
Initially, there was a tendency for other staff
sections to abdicate to force development the responsibilities in those long-range planning actions
that were not of immediate concern. But it is important to note that this new general staff section
was not and is not organized to do the work of other
staff sections. Rather, it performs a "cuing service"
by letting other staff sections know when they
should act in connection with force development.
This is done through a point of contact in each
general and special staff section, fielding unit and
military community.
Long-range planning requires, in addition to an
organization to manage change, a focus for doctrinal, force structure, equipment and stationing
changes. This division focus-described earlier in
the Lynch-Bloxham article as an exclusive GDP
battle focus-was developed into a generalized set
of goals by the division commander and his major
subordinate commanders (see Figure 1).
The division also published a Long-Term Force
Development Plan which ties all force development actions to the theater, corps and division
commanders' goals. It also incorporates planning
data from a variety of traditional documents such
as the Force Modernization Master Plan, basis-ofissue plans, the Army Modernization Information
Memorandum and materiel fielding plans. Because
of their sheer volume alone, such documents tend
to go largely unnoticed, much less read, by commanders who are absorbed in matters which characterize daily garrison life.
This plan provides general direction for all force·
development actions and divisional planning
guidance to be entered in the planning, programming, budgeting and execution system. It permits
the early identification of resource requirements
and constraints. However, the plan is continually
buffeted by the uncertainty that is inherent in constrained resources, and without a short-term cuing
system, there is a risk that it will become irrelevant to the tactical commander. The cuing system
is a two-step process. First, a quarterly force development update is published to inform, assist and
document all division force development actions.
The second step involves the force development
summary. Each Air Land Battle function is evaluated for personnel, training, logistics, stationing
and funding impacts on every force development
action. The information is displayed under each
variable to be considered for improving the division's combat capability.
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Divisional Goals

Motivate. train and
maintain soldiers and
units to light. sustain
and win on the batllelield

Create an environment
which is open and
honest and supports
the needs ot individuals and units

a missionoriented
environment
which promotes
cohesive units
where individuals
are motivated and
challenged to
be leaders

Consider
all available
inlormalion
when making
decisions impacting on the division and its soldiers

to sustain the
readineSli ill
Promote a professional devel-

the 8th Infantry
Divisjoll. {Mellllanize(IJ
to llx.ecuta llle
ganehll defeiiSe plati
now and in the lutur&

Ensure
that all
units and
individuals
understand
their roles
in accomplishing
the mission of
the division

Articulate clear
and understood
priorities. and elim·
inate those requirements which
do not contribute to
the mission

Maintain
high but
achievable
standards

Figure 1
As the fielding of a new force structure or type of
equipment nears, the assistant chief of staff for
force development publishes a letter ofinstruction
for each required action. This begins with the 270
to 300-day windows for requisitioning personnel
and equipment, the publication of the division's
annual Command Training Guidance and the
annual US Army, Europe, range density scheduling activities.
These letters of instruction carry the same authority as the more traditional tactical and training operation plans published by the G3 and are
signed by either the chief of staff or the division
commander. They establish milestones and specific responsibilities for the fielding units, the division staff and nondivisional elements, including
military communities and higher headquarters.
Force Development: The Total Challenge
A training schedule, if viewed in isolation, can
be overwhelming. It is imperative that force development actions be accomplished without undermining the division's ambitious training pro~.,tram.
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Thus, there must be a systematic approach to
advance planning and the integration of force development actions as an organic part of the training program. There must also be multiechelon sustainment of capabilities through verification of results in the assimilation of doctrinal change, new
force structure and new equipment into brigade
slice training and GDP planning. This effort requires both a horizontal and verticallookatthedivision's method for accommodating change on an
incremental basis.
Above all, it requires an in-depth understanding
of systems integration and the significant human
dimensions associated with the successful execution of each AirLand Battle function. For example,
with each doctrinal change that is made, leaders
at every level are asked to modify their attitudes
about how a division should operate. The total
human dimension includes:
• Doctrine-a change of attitude and tactics for
the way a unit operates.
• Equipment-new and complex man and
machine interface.
• Force structure-a new family background in
a single weapons system unit and perceived
threats to one's competence as a combined
arms leader.
• Stationing-a new neighborhood or military
community.
• Regimental system-a new "last name" for
units as the Army moves toward full implementation of the regimental system.
The initial model for developing a division-wide
attitude was designed to be compatible with the
need to view the battlefield in terms of AirLand
Battle functions and the variables that influence
the Army's ability to perform those functions at
any given time. It meant overcoming natural human resistance to change while terms associated
with the new language of the Air Land Battle were
learned. Clearly, any model had to allow constant
change to be managed and assimilated. At the
same time, it had to assign responsibilities and
establish mechanisms for transferring from longterm planning to the execution of the force development actions. Finally, sustainment had to be
verified by the integration of a full system into
brigade slice training and GDP battle plans.
The name given to the division's initial management model was "Blackout Bingo" (see Figure 2).
The requirement was to get a check in every box
for all of the elements and division processes at
every level from the individual soldier to the division staff. Included would be the force developer,
the division's system manager for each system or
AirLand Battle function, the division staff, fielding units and, finally, the sustainment processes
of brigade slice training and GDP integration.
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The Management Challenge
Doctrine

New Equipment
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Figure 2
Implicit in Blackout Bingo are a number of horizontal
AirLand Battle systems reviews or updates much
like the DA-level system program reviews. These
division·level reviews occur on a regular basis as a
part of the monthly commander's conference .and
the DA Form 2715, Unit Status Report Worksheet,
overview. The afternoon session is devoted to the
review of a particular AirLand Battle function.
The Multiechelon Integration Model
As indicated earlier, force development need
not-indeed, must not-be viewed as anything but
a totally integrated combined arms GDP training
and battle task. Far too often, it is tempting to give
a force development action to the fielding unit and
hope that the unit will accomplish the logistics,
personnel, MOS, common soldier and collective
training tasks associated with a new system or
force structure. However, if the focus is simply to
ensure that all goes well in the fielding unit, then
the attempt to integrate a new combat capability
will fail. The level of proficiency a unit has achieved
will make little difference if the maneuver commander and his staff do not fully integrate the improved capability into brigade slice training and
GDP planning.
Ideally, the integration of a new combat capability should end rather than begin on the actual
date a new piece of equipment is fielded or the effective date of a new Modification Table ofOrganizaArmy Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

tion and Equipment (MTOE). Moreover, full integration requires the "intellectual preparation of
the battlefield" which includes the training of
maneuver commanders and their staffs, as well as
the division staff, if the new combat capability is
to be fully developed and assimilated.
The division model is based on the theory that
change must be incremental for it to be fully assimilated at every echelon. The model provides
updated information and concepts at each stage of
the process. Otherwise, the changes associated
with new ways of thinking, of solving man and
machine interface problems, of adjusting to new
locations and of realigning the basic family or
MTOE force structure will be traumatic. The result
could be massive resistance to change or incom·
plete assimilation.
Adopting New Ways of Thinking
As a general rule, our training principles and objectives are derived from doctrine or a determination of how the Army expects to fight. Doctrine
provides a broad frame of reference for the entire
Army. It must be applied to the specifics of every
unit GDP or contingency mission-that is, the
factors of mission, enemy, terrain and weather,
troops and time available (METT-T). From this,
commanders at every level can derive a set of individual and collective battle tasks and train their
units to sustain proficiency in all of them.
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Training tasks must be updated to account for
new doctrine, force structure or equipment. Force
development actions and a division's training program should not be viewed as an "either/or" proposition of mutually exclusive actions. Rather, they
are complementary aspects of the same process
that move toward a common goal. They stimulate
leadership at every echelon to revalidate or update
critical battle tasks as new doctrine, force structure and equipment are fielded.
Given the GDP battle focus, prerequisites for
winning the Air Land Battle are a clarity of purpose and a widespread understanding of how the
division comander uses the doctrinal concepts of
FM 100-5 or FM 100-10 and applies the factors of
METT-T to develop a war-planning concept. This
concept must be both relevant and clearly understood as it is translated into tactical and technical
requirements for every level (GDP battle tasks).
This extends from the individual soldier, on a
new weapon system in a new Division 86 single
weapon system company, to the brigade commander
who must forge the integrated combined arms
team that will fight the close-in and deep battles.
And, finally, it includes the division staff which
operates three division-level command posts (CPs)
(tactical, main and rear) to synchronize the battle
and help the division commander get inside the
enemy's decision cycle.
With that in mind, each Blackout Bingo systems
review always begins with a statement of the doctrine or "how we plan to fight." The basic concept
determines the general requirements for a force
structure or new equipment and provides a proper
context for currently fielded force structures and
equipment. Moreover, primary doctrine provides
broad guidelines with worldwide applicability, as
well as the language for the common perspective
which is essential to unity of command within the
division.
Thus, in the division, considerable effort has
been devoted to anticipating and understanding
how the new capabilities contained in the Division
86 force structure and equipment relate to doctrine
and the METT-T factors and how they can be fully
integrated into GDP-focused combined arms training. Most of the force structure and equipment are
now being or will be fielded in the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) in a two-year period. This includes the division commander acting as the principal instructor with the AirLand Battle doctrine
to develop the requisite widespread sense of unity,
purpose and concept necessary to create initiative
in leaders at every echelon and permit prudent
risk-taking in war.
In areas where a doctrinal void exists, the division attempted to anticipate later developments
and put together its own interim guidelines. Thus,
Divison Manuals have been or will be published
for rear area protection (RAP); the deep attack;
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command, control and communications; reconnaissance, surveillance and target acquisition;
operational survivability; and battle support. In
addition, procedures were developed for weapon
system replacement operations and the integration of all family of scatterable mine delivery systems (engineer, artillery, Army aviation and Air
Force) into a single system for training that matches
the way we plan to go to war.
Over time, the division's process for incorporating change has developed into a series of division
commander-led officer professional development
and doctrinal overview sessions. These included
monthly AirLand Battle systems reviews and
quarterly two to three-day sessions on the actual
terrain where the division would be expected to
fight. The doctrinal overviews were presented to
the entire division staff and to all commanders
down to task force and separate company level.
The first key step toward incorporating AirLand
Battle doctrine into the division's operational concept was a thorough review and change to the
GDP that emphasized decisive offensive actions
rather than continued defensive battles of
attrition.
Thus, the doctrinal overviews not only became
the basis for re-examining war plans but also became the medium by which task force commanders
could either validate or redefine the individual
and collective GDP battle tasks that are the basis
of the division's training program. Moreover,
these overviews became the backdrop for applying
the new doctrine or, in its absence, division-developed doctrine and procedures. Each Blackout
Bingo systems review is developed with a view of
"front loading the system" with a doctrinal overview and is tied to the fielding of new force
structure and equipment. This ensures a multiechelon continuity of purpose and combined arms
integration at every level.
At the same time, each CARDINAL POINT and
COMPASS POINT exercise is developed with
specific doctrinal and procedural objectives as a
part of the division's larger sustainment program.
Discussion oftheseobjectives is an integral part of
the multitiered after-action reviews.
New Force Structure:
A Division Approach to the
New Organizational Training Team
While it is possible to agree that the acceptance
and the implementation of doctrinal change are
the most difficult tasks to be accomplished, an
equally difficult task is individual and collective
accommodation of the new force structure for implementing the doctrine. The concept of fielding
single weapons systems companies for ease in training and maintaining is both logical and compelling. But it encounters the hard realities of the battalion and brigade commanders who grew up with
the H-series MTOEs.
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Thus, the consolidation of man-portable air
defense (MANPAD) systems, ground surveillance
radars (GSR.s) and armored vehicle launched bridges
in their parent air defense artillery, military intelligence and engineer battalions could be resisted
by commanders who feel that their ability to train
during peacetime and integrate the combined
arms team in wartime is being questioned. But
experience has also shown that the maneuver
commander is far more prone to put these teams
on special duty-in garrison or tactical operations
center guard in the field-than he is to spend the
time needed to train these soldiers in their individual and collective common and MOS-peculiar
skills that will provide an entry-level knowledge
for survival on the AirLand Battlefield.
Curiously, it is precisely the Army's confidence
in its ability to select battalion and brigade-level
commanders that underlies the basic levels of technical and tactical expertise and the assignment of
training responsibilities. Nevertheless, there is a
pervasive tendency of those same commanders to
speak of "my GSRs" or "my MANPADs."
Obviously, more is always better, and, if there
were no resource constraints, these various elements of the brigade slice might well be held in reserve with their normally associated maneuver
units. But there simply are not enough brigade
slice elements to permit this luxury. Thus, the imperative for each maneuver commander is to be
responsible for integrating the slice assets, each of
which is trained to technical and narrowly defined
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tactical proficiency by the division's weapons system or AirLand Battle function manager. These
assets are integrated into a true combined arms
team by the brigade commander, both in brigade
slice training and when those elements are given
to him to fight the AirLand Battle.
It may be instructive to see how the 8th Infantry
Division (Mechanized) approached the conversion
from H-series to J-series MTOE maneuver battalions.
This was done incrementally to ensure that each
step of the transformation was understood and
made a part of the division's training program and
GDP. An analysis of the force structure changes
required to make this shift reveals a series of discreet steps as shown in Figure 3.
Each step was to be incremental and logical.
Those made most difficult by traditional attitudes
or stationing complications were tackled first.
Thus, GSR consolidation was done in August 1981,
just prior to return of forces to Germany (REFORGER). MANPAD consolidation and integration under the training and operational control
of the division air defense systems manager
followed in 1982. Additionally, armored vehicle
launched bridge consolidation and conversion of
the division's engineer battalion to the transition
Division 86 force structure has been completed
(the water points were transferred to the supply
and transport battalion in September 1982). With
each step, corresponding changes were made in
the division's training program and general
defense planning.
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Having stripped away the nonmaneuver elements of the brigade slice, the maneuver battalions
are now pure. The remaining force structure changes
involve the internal reorganization of those battalions, to include the consolidation of the headquarters and headquarters companies and combat
support companies, the addition of a fourth line
company in mechanized and armor battalions
and finally, the formation of an antitank company
in the mechanized battalion-a move that formalizes the "de facto" consolidation of all improved
TOW vehicles in the current combat support company. Again, changes, rather than happening all
at the same time, have been accomplished between
major training activities so that new GDP battle
tasks could be defined for sustaining the division's
high level of combat and training readiness.

New Equipment Fielding
Far too often, the fielding of new equipment is
viewed as a rather mechanical process in which
traditional logisitical and personnel factors are
managed as the changes take place. In many
cases, units which are fielding major systems request permission to report C5 in their Unit Status
Report (USR). And, certainly, unless the systems
fieldings are managed properly, they can quickly
become major training distractors that ultimately
result in a vastly degraded readiness, not only for
the fielding unit but also for the division itself.

Those problems are complicated when a unit receives more than one major system at a time, as
happened with the combat aviation battalion of
the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized). It was
faced with turning in all of its UHJ s, fielding the
AHJ S (modernized Cobra) and the Black Hawk
and forming a new E Company over a nine-month
period. The potential for these actions to hamper
training was exceedingly high.
However, an early decision was made that called
for two things which assured that the fielding of
the equipment would be a multiechelon, combined
arms training experience. The aviation battalion
commander assigned three officers to his own
force development section. Their job was to intensively manage the battalion's force development actions and serve as the unit's interface with
the division's assistant chief of staff for force development.
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Although the cost of doing this may appear excessive, the cost of not doing so was even higher.
Also, it was agreed that, for each major division
combined arms training event (CARDINAL or
COMPASS POINT), the battalion command group
and brigade liaison elements would be played as
though the expected new aircraft were already on
hand. This would aid the development of employment procedures, standing operating procedures
(SOPs) and GDP annexes, as well as improve the
tactical and technical competence of major subordinate commanders, their staffs and the division staff. The ultimate goal was to possess a full
capability prior to the arrival of the new aircraft or
the effective date of the new MTOE forE Company
(Black Hawk).
Thus, the time lines for full brigade slice and
GDP integration of the Black Hawk and modernized TOW Cobra were carefully coordinated with
the division's training calendar. Additionally,
specific, multitiered objectives were tied to each
combined arms training event to ensure that the
aviation battalion equipment fielding occurred
correctly, on time and, most importantly, as a
matter of routine. As a result, the fighting ability
of the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) improved
commensurate with the increased combat capabilities provided by the AHJS (modernized Cobra)
and the UH60A.

Training Leaders
The officer and noncommissioned officer (NCO)
Professional Development Program of the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) is the cornerstone of
its sustainment training and force development
programs. A prerequisite for competent units is
having soldiers who are not only confident in
themselves but also in their fellow soldiers and
leaders. The essential ingredient of this confidence and team-building is a program for ensuring that leaders at every level are technically and
tactically proficient in their current assignments.
The next war will be so lethal that leaders will be
at a premium. Therefore, a leadership
development program for the Air Land Battlefield
must also look to the future and focus on seeing
that all leaders develop the capabilities required
for the next higher grade or assignment level.
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The division's program addresses two phases of
development: the sustainment of current proficiency at required standards and the development
of new capabilities. Training is needed to make
sure that leaders are able to perform in their current positions. At the same time, we must "see
deep" and understand that tactical and technical
education must continue if today's leaders of
squads, platoons and companies are to develop
into tomorrow's leaders of platoons, companies
and battalions.
The list of subjects for training and development is seemingly endless. The GDP battle focus
is used to make the list more manageable. In the
same manner as individual and collective battle
tasks are identified, the GDP focus must be used to
identify leader proficiency and development
tasks. Current proficiency and future requirements must be evaluated against DA and division
standards to identify deficiencies. Once deficiencies are known, a program can be designed to
correct them and to prepare officers and NCOs for
the future. The program must be conducted and
evaluated with retraining being accomplished
when needed.
Training the Division Staff
For the past several years, the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) has stressed totally integrated
multiechelon combined arms training. The brigades, along with their respective brigade slice elements and the separate battalions, understand
that this concept is absolutely critical to the division's fighting ability. Training has been designed and conducted to focus on individual and
collective GDP battle tasks.
However, it will do little good for subordinate
units to focus on individual and collective GDP
battle tasks if the division command group and
staff do not train with the same standards. This
must be done to properly integrate and synchronize all combat power to fight the close-in, rear
area and deep battles that will characterize the
AirLand Battlefield. Training for the division
staff should not be novel-indeed, it is the logical
conclusion to multiechelon training in the
division and should serve as a companion piece to
CARDINAL and COMPASS POINT exercises.
This effort in the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) required, as a minimum, that the division
staff, individually and collectively, change old
attitudes and ways of doing things. The aim was
to conform to the division commander's concept
for the division's GDP as he had presented it during systems reviews and division terrain walks.
Only in that way could the division staffs individual and collective GDP battle tasks be properly
defined.
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The training effort required specific objectives
that were keyed to the current division training
calendar and a milestone chart for a sustainment
program that included daily training in garrison
and full participation in CARDINAL and COMPASS POINT, as well as corps and Central Army
Group, Central Europe, exercises to validate the
division staff training concepts. In many cases, a
specific exercise permitted the development or sustainment of a limited number of skills which individually might not appear significant but, as with
a football team, when put together, contribute immeasurably to the division's fighting capability.

COMPASS POINT I-83 provided an opportunity to train the division staff in accordance with
the GDP as it had been developed and presented to
the commanders and staff during the doctrinal
overviews and terrain walks. This effort initially
involved extensive professional development discussions and detailed analyses of internal and
external command and control functions within
each of the three division-level CPs.
This initial preparation was followed by a
layered set of "drills" designed to exercise each of
the component parts of the division staff in preparation for a full exercise during the division's
December 1982 command post exercise (CPX),
NOBLE WARRIOR I. A tactical, simulation/
Air Land Battle directing staff cell was developed
to provide a division and corps interface and to
control the action. The division staff developed a
set of training objectives to:
• Develop and sustain the division staffs capability to manage time and space on a continuous 24-hour basis for the close-in battle,
the deep attack and RAP.
• Fully analyze the close-in battle and integrate
all AirLand Battle functions and combat
power elements in the tactical CP.
• Develop and integrate a division concept for
deep attack in game simulations, division
and/or brigade slice training and the GDP.
• Develop and sustain a division RAP capability.
• Transition from an H-series configuration
and attitude to a J-series configuration, and
organize and train in garrison and peacetime
to operate as would be expected in war.
• Ensure unity of command and a division-wide
understanding of the Corps Campaign Plan
and the division commander's operational
concept.
• Develop and sustain a capability to deploy
and operate in a wide variety of configurations ranging from the current concept to a
totally dispersed CP.
• Develop and sustain a capability for CPX,
field training exercise and game simulations,
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to include portions of the "division slice" to
train, exercise and sustain the tactical and
technical competence of the division staff.
• Develop a division staff battle book.
• Develop and execute a division staff quarterly
training management program based on individual and collective GDP tasks for the AirLand Battle.
• Organize the information flow and functions
in the division CPs to be effective and efficient.
• Review and reorganize division communications capability in the AirLand Battle.
This effort served as the division staffs training
focus for the remainder of the FY 1983 training
year during COMPASS POINT II-83, CARAVAN
GUARD, COMPASS POINT III-83 and HEFORGER 83. Improvements are made by intensive and extensive staff overwatch and participation in the CARDINAL and COMPASS
POINT combined arms sustainment programs.
For each objective, there is a set of milestones
which require a continuing analysis, identifying
of deficiencies and updating in the same manner
that the units are required to aggressively manage
their own training programs. For example, for the
objective: "Develop and sustain the division
staffs capability to manage time and space on a
continuous 24-hour basis for the close-in battle,
deep attack and RAP," certain training objectives
and milestones have been designed:
• Doctrinal overview-to gain an understanding
of:
-The corps campaign.
-Areas of interest and influence and
the forward terminating line.
-Brigade rear boundaries.
-METI-T for GDP planning.
-Continuous planning cycle and time lines.
-Precision in mission statements and
graphics at all levels.
• The application of doctrinal measures and
METI-T to GDP.
• Review of the:
-Division tactical operations center procedures and information flow.
-Commander's continuous updated information requirements (essential elements of information, other intelligence requirements
and the decisionmaker's data base).
-Flow of battle.
• Define manning requirements for 24-hour,
continuous operations in each ofthe three division-level CPs.
• Review all division staff manning, and assign
all personnel against CP functions.
• Review and realign communications requirements to support three simultaneous battles.
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• Develop functional cell and staff SOPs,
CARDINAL and COMPASS POINT training
and evaluation outlines and GDP annexes.
• Specify quarterly training objectives for each
staff cell and exercise.
• Exercise cells and CPs in accordance with
CARDINAL and COMPASS POINTpreceptsgarrison organization and mini-CPXs, response
cells during battalion-level fire coordination
exercises (FCXs) in CARDINAL POINT and
full participation in COMPASS POINT.
• Garrison exercise of the tactical CP, the dispersed main CP and the rear CP.
• Exercise of the:
-Tactical CP in CARDINAL POINT FCXs
with garrison Sprint air-directed defense
system backup to the brigade CP in a major
training area, NOBLE WARRIOR IIII-83,
(division CPXs), COMPASS POINT IIIII
III-83, CARAVAN GUARD IV and HEFORGER.
-Tactical operations center in NOBLE WARRIOR IIII-83, COMPASS POINT IIIIIIII83, CARAVAN GUARD IV and HEFORGER.
-Rear CP in NOBLE WARRIOR IIII-83,
COMPASS POINT III-83, CARAVAN
GUARD IV and REFORGER.
Blackout Bingo Revisited:
Another Rubik's Cube?

The changes brought about by the Air Land Battle doctrine and Division 86 must not only be managed and merged into the division, but they can, if
handled properly, also facilitate anticipatory actions which will help create higher levels of combat readiness as each step is taken. As the Air Land
Battlefield functions are considered, it becomes
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apparent that the management of change within
the division's GDP battle focus is a threedimensional version of Blackout Bingo or a
Rubik's Cube. Such a situation demands that
individual and collective GDP battle tasks be
identified and evaluated constantly. In this way,
it is possible to accommodate the daily changes in
doctrine, force structure and equipment and to
conduct education and training to upgrade the
tactical proficiency and technical competence at
every echelon.
Sustainment
None of the mana gem en t approaches or models
discussed here will matter unless the processes for
making needed changes are continued and the appropriate actions are taken at every level. The
human factor must be considered in each change
so that institutional as well as personal ownership
of the product can develop. As with all things in
the Army, there must be a method for making follow-up systems checks. The rapidity and volume
of changes to be made can easily cause incremental and/or selective forgetting and slipping of
earlier actions.
If an early effort is not made to add the human
touch to the largely technical, mechanical or intellectual aspects of force development and then to
follow-up with a series of systems checks, soldiers
and commanders in units will continue to be challenged by change. The consequences will show up
in degraded levels of brigade and division slice
training and GDP integration. Above all, the sustainment effort must be focused and synchronized-much as three simultaneous battles on the
AirLand Battlefield would be synchronized. Fortunately, a doctrinal model which offers an analogue for sustaning change and force development
has been developed for fighting the AirLand Battle.
That model is being applied to force integration
and the management of changes in the division.
As the processes for facilitating change were analyzed, it was discovered that, even though the division had organized to make changes on a nearterm basis through a series of plans for focusing
actions, follow-through was sometimes lacking.
The division's human and process resources were
not uniformly applied to the sustainment of force
development actions. Hence, training sustainment of the newly defined GDP battle tasks fell
short of the division standard.
A critical evaluation of the force integration process indicated two serious shortcomings. The division tended to rely on individuals or staff sections
for sustainment. Also, a number of processes
which were already used to verify the condition of
units had not been focused on force development
actions. These processes included IG inspections,
maintenance management reviews, quarterly trainArmy Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

ing briefs and terrain walks, as well as GDPbriefs
and various special investigations or audits by the
IG and the resources management officer.
The net result of this failure to fully integrate
force development was an unacceptable time lag
in the full acceptance and incorporation of new
combat capabilities into brigade slice training
and general defense planning at every echelon. As
a result, commanders and staffs alike, occupied by
the normal operational demands of their own
units, were increasingly frustrated as the tempo of
change increased. They were tempted to put Division 86 and the Air Land Battle into the "too-hardto handle" category. As the division was evaluated
for sustainment resources, two categories
emerged:
• Human dynamic-staff sections and individuals:
-Organizational effectiveness.
-The IG.
-The command sergeant major and the NCO
corps.
-Assistant division commanders.
• Systems integration-staff processes:
-IG inspections.
-Mobilization materiel requirements.
-Quarterly training briefs.
-Monthly USRs and DA Form 2715 reports.
-Special in-progress reviews.
-The training design of division priority
events.
-Blackout Bingo systems reviews.
-Quarterly terrain walks.
-CARDINAL and COMPASS POINT.
-General defense planning.
With the identification of resources and processes came the realization that force integration
is really the synchronization ofthree simultaneous
processes. These consist of the future battle in
terms of planning and handoff, the execution of
force devlopment actions and the continued sustainment of the division's capabilities. As a result,
the processes for verifying the sustainment of any
action in the division were revised to include:
• IG inspections which focus on:
-Total system fielding, including logistics
and personnel.
-Integrated vertical follow-through of specific aspects of force development. For example, updating PLL/ ASL and outstanding
requisitions to match units' documented
force structure and fielded equipment.
-The human dimension.
• Quarterly training briefs focused on horizontal
combined arms integration of new doctrine,
structure or equipment, to include:
-Validated or redefined GDP tasks for new
equipment or force structures.
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-Total combined arms integration of the
modernized brigade slice.
-Multiechelon individual and collective training objectives.
Monthly USRs and DA Forms 2715 which are
used to:
-Highlight current personnel and equipment
shortfalls which arise from shortcomings
in MTOE documentation and system fielding or force structure changes.
-Forecast statistical readiness problems during the transition to Di vison 86 force structure.
-Identify solutions such as training for overcoming statistical readiness problems.
Mobilization materiel requirements, the focus
of which has been expanded to produce a
broader battle support flavor that:
-Ensures that each unit maintains only those
equipment and personnel densities that
have been properly documented.
-Reviews PLL/ ASL and the requisition process to ensure that they match the fielded
force's structure and equipment, as well as
match unit budgets with currently approved documents.
Terrain walks which concentrate on the:
-AirLand Battle doctrine and METI-T.
-Integration of upgraded capabilities.
-Changes in tactics and procedures.
-Validation of GDP training tasks.
-Redefinition of combined arms integration
by system.
FY 1984 Command Training Guidance which
reflects the:
-Integrated combined arms training tasks.
- Sustainment training of previously fielded
new equipment and force structures.

-Definition of training tasks and events for
new force development actions.
The net result of this evolutionary model-building
process is not a mere intellectual abstraction.
Rather, it is a working management and leadership tool for force development actions which will
materially contribute to the division's ability to
fight on the AirLand Battlefield using the doctrine,
force structure and equipment fielded at any given
time. Rather than putting the AirLand Battle and
Division 86 in the too-hard-to-handle box, it has
been approached as a series of multiechelon combined arms battle tasks to be done correctly, on
time and as a matter of routine. An important aspect
has been the transfer of cumulative information
and lessons that resulted from previous actions.
Also important was the incorporation of the force
integration process as a vital part of the division's
GDP battle focus and mind-set. The result is a set
of procedures that will enable the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) to maintain equilibrium in
the major tasks it will face over the next decade.
0
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New Director of Management, OCSA
The HQDA OE Office, is pleased to welcome and
introduce to the community our new boss, BG Fred
E. Elam. General Elam comes to us from command of the 19th Support Command, Eighth
USA, Korea. MG Conrad the former Director of
Management, is now commanding the 1st CAV
Division at Fort Hood.
Organizational Effectiveness Information
System (OEIS)
A four year study has finished with a design for
the OEIS which includes: a case reporting andreference system, a survey system which features a
questionnaire that can be fully processed at the
OESO's work station, and a resource system
which sites current articles, books and events of
interest to our community. Watch for an article on
OEIS in the next issue of the OE Journal. MAJ
Ken Barlow and MAJ Bob Stanley (OECS) are
working on the project.
Civilian Component
The OEO is working. The civilian OESO
component of the program is being reviewed with
an eye toward establishing a career program or its
equivalent, a suitable career ladder/ progression
and standardized position classification series.
Actions currently being worked in this area are
the updating of the 1979 Army OESO Model job
descriptions, developing model job announcements, crediting, and training and education
plans. An interim policy change regarding the
recruitment, selection, training and assignment of
civilian OESOs was dispatched to MACOMs 19
Jun 84 for concurrence/ non-concurrence.
Consulting Office Activities
Life has been busy here. Major efforts have
included support of several top-level task forces:
• OPMS Study Group - findings to be briefed to
CSA in July.
• Documentation Modernization Task Force DOCMOD III met in May to resolve FY 85-86
documentation issues and further development of future Documentation System.
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• Professional Development of Officer Study
(PDOS) - assistance provided to this start-up
task force to clarify focus, organization and
roles.
• Corporate Fitness Task Force- work continuing to institutionalize corporate fitness at
HQDA and to prepare the program evaluation
plan.
The office is assisting in the establishment of a
long range planning cell in ODCSPER. The
mission of this new cell is to project alternative
futures for the DCSPER. First efforts will be to input alternative future scenarios to the PDOS
group. Other actions in the ODCSPER arena
included consulting to the Director of Civilian
Personnel's Planning Conference to evaluate
alternatives for reorganization of HQDA CPO
and the Civilian Personnel Center.
With summer reassignments in full swing, transitions continue to be in demand on the staff at the
one two and three star levels. In addition, this
offi~e is providing transition support to the new
Commandant, OECS.
Efforts to support requests outside theARSTAF
include OTEA (mission analysis/ problem solving), and as a continuation of strategic planning
efforts, assistance to OCHAMPUS in reorganizing to better achieve participating in a jointservice consulting group providing assistance to
the Presidential Inaugural Committee.
This office has also been devoting time and
energy to continuing OE education. The HQDA
0 E PD 84 Conference in March was judged a great .
success and provided a blend of outside and inter- ·
nal instructors. Plans are underway for 0 E PD 85,
probably in March 1985. In addition, LTC Mike
Rodier will be providing instruction at the
USAREUR PD Conference and LTC(P) Ray Zugel
presented a class to students of class 2-84 on the
subject of automation and the role of the OESO.

Hail and Farewell
Rotation time arrives again. HQDA OEO
welcomes LTC Boone Emmons from the Fusion
Center Project at Fort Belvoir; MAJ Ken Barlow
from Fort Jackson, via OECS class 1-84; Mrs.
Linda Sawchenco from Fort Belvoir and Ms. Terri
Smith, moving over from the ARSTAF. We bid
fond farewells to LTC Jim MacLachlan to OECS;
MAJ(P) Ray Brownfield, off to ODCSOPS; MAJ
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Sam Morton, our artist now at the OE assignment
desk in MILPERCEN; and to Mrs. Mary Getchel
leaving the admin section.
This office extends a warm welcome to COL Don
Griffin. We look forward to working together!
We are currently organized as follows:
COL Bob Lander, Chief
Mr. Bill Masters, Deputy Chief
Mrs. Linda Sawchenco

POLICY TEAM

CONSULTING TEAM

Education/Training Development
Person nel/0 irectives
Resource Management
Evaluation Research
Autovon 227-3700
LTC Boone Emmons
Mr. Barry Williams
MAJ Paul McDowell
Maj Ken Barlow
Ms. Terri Smith

Autovon 225-6491/1825
L TC(P) Ray Zugel
L TC(P) Dave Windom
LTC Mike Rodier
LTC Joe Mangino
Mr. Guy Defuria
Ms. Kay Powers
Ms. Linda Mackissock

TRADOC
LTC Ken Rice
AUTOVON: 680-3312

TRADOC OE program has been revised as a
result of the General Officer Steering Committee
efforts and CG TRADOC's letter in March that
outlined the changes to the OE program. Actions
that have been directed to be taken are movement
of TRADOC OE offices to the schools to provide
access to the more complex issues facing the
command, and placement directly under the control of the Assistant Commandant or Deputy
Assistant Commandant. At integrating centers,
Army Training Centers, ROTC Regions and other
TRADOC Activities, the OE office will be placed
directly under the control of the Chief of Staff.
These changes are currently being implemented
and should result in continued increases in the
complexity of issues being worked by OESOs and
the levels at which these issues are worked.
Most OE offices have already implemented the
above guidance and indications are that the transitions are going well and the long term results
will be positive. Many of the OESOs are already
involved in functional area assessments, Division
86, Army Of Excellence initiatives, and reorganization of the schools (School Model 83).
Due to the decrement of 44 NCO OE positions
from TRADOC, a restructuring of remaining OESO
positions was directed in order to provide at least
two OESOs at larger installations and at least one
at as many other TRADOC installations and activities as possible. Included in this restructuring is the elimination of instructor positions in
TRADOC schools. The POI currently being developed by the Center For Leadership And Ethics will
replace the Leadership and Management Classes
that were previously taught by OESOs.
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At the Headquarters, OESOs continue to be
targeted against high priority issues by the Chief
of Staff. Projects at the Headquarters continue to
fall into two categories. One category is Special
Actions for the Command Group in which the
OESO conducts an independent assessment of the
problem, analyzes the data, and develops recommendations. The other category is the more traditional 4-step process in which a thorough organizational assessment serves as the basis for OESO
specific recommendations on what to do about
problems that are identified. A year-long special
task force project is reaching culmination with the
recent publication of the "TRADOC Primer" and
the August Pilot course on "How TRADOC Runs."
Another long term task force project is in progress
as the TRADOC Goals are being reviewed and the
format modified prior to FY 85 publication. Current projects include long range planning and
problem solving for both the automation and information management efforts and the com bat developments processes throughout TRADOC. The
office is also involved in a three-month-long study
group effort to assess the "Trainee Discharge Program."

USAREUR
LTC Jim Berg

A synchronized consulting network
committed to the transformation
of the Army in Europe
to future states of excellence.
This is the purpose of the EUROENET...
the Army's most challenged and
successful OESO

The scope, frequency and organizational level of
our EUROENET operations for the Army in
Europe have increased over the last year, as have
the results and benefit to this command. These
operations are targeted primarily at the highest
levels of key organizations and focus on assisting
them in determining future directions, development of plans to get there and management and
integration of change. OE assistance at the
USAREUR, corps, division, separate command
and military community levels has focused and
integrated organizational effort, made better use
of resources and increased individual and organizational performance and readiness. There has
been increased beneficial use of OE in units' field
training operations and in major exercises. At all
levels, OE has provided valuable assistance in the
following areas: the transition of key leaders; the
development of more cohesive, effective units and
staffs; and the planning and implementation of
changes as well as the transfer of important management skills and processes to organizations and
key individual members. The major areas and
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issues for our EUROENET and supported organizations have included:
Strategic/Long-Range Planning:
• Development ofCINC goals and objectives for
an Army of Excellence in Europe.
• Institutionalization of the performance management process in V and VII Corps and other
USAREUR major commands.

Battlefield OE:
This area involves the use ofOE in a wide range
of activities that enhance battlefield effectiveness
and includes:
• Involvement in unit ARTEPS/Battle Staff
Assessment at all levels from battalion to
Corps.
• Assistance in assessing and improving rear
area security operations.
• Military community transition to war and
automated tactical information systems.
Command and Staff Integration
• Developing functional cohesion among teams
and organizations and coordination between
them.
• Identification and management of key boundary spanning issues between organizations
and systems.
Force Modernization.
• Restationing of units and organizations.
• Implementation of Division 86.
• Development of new unit structures.
• Activities of J-Series TOE's.
Other efforts within this area relate to creating,
planning, implementing and evaluating military
community activities and include working and
living friendly programs. Community OE personnel have also been involved in training for community support agencies, action planning,
conference planning, and assessment of community-wide programs.

WESTCOM
MAJ James E. Prewitt
Autovon: 438-1958/2419

WESTCOM Leadership Conference
The May 1984 Leadership Conference was aresounding success! The CG assembled 187 of
WESTCOM's commanders and key leaders to discuss and plan the continuing development of
leadership throughout the MACOM. Guest speakers
and their topics included COL (Ret.) "Mike"
Malone, "Empowered Leadership"; Dr. Sharon
Lord, "Visionary Leadership"; and CSM Ray
Martin, MILPERCEN, "Status of the Force."
While the speakers were inspiring, the critical
efforts of the conference focused on the developArmy Organizational Effectiveness Journal, No. 2-1984

ment, discussion and recommendations forresolution of command-wide leadership issues by nine
conference sub-committees. These groups used the
assistance of facilitators and recorders trained by
the MACOM and 25th Infantry Division OESOs.
Sub-committees operated under the principle of
"Even if it 'ain't broke', there might be a better
way to do it." The results of the sub-committees'
effort will be published soon; however, implementation of some ofthe recommended actions has already begun. There will be an IPR of these actions
as a part of the November 84 WESTCOM Commanders' Conference, to be conducted by the
MACOM OE Office at Kilauea Military Center on
the "Big Island" of Hawaii. Finally, a follow-up
conference is tentatively scheduled for early
January 85.

Command In Transition
The Army moves in the spring and early summers. Commanders in WESTCOM and its supported units are no different. The MACOM and
25th I.D. are conducting several transition of
command meetings, ranging from one for MG
Kicklighter, incoming 25th I.D., CG, to one for the
new Base Commander of Johnston Island.
Hawaii Army OE Professional Development
Sessions
Many of you may remember from previous OE
Communique issues that the WESTCOM OE
Office sponsored the creation of an Island-wide
Military and Civilian OE/OD Network. Several
meetings of this association have proven fruitful
in promoting an exchange of ideas between local
OD practitioners and many productive relationships have developed between the organizations
represented. Well, the WESTCOM office has initiated another "network" of sorts. This association
is comprised of all Army OESOs (both active and
former) who meet monthly for the purpose of exchanging ideas and conducting professional development training for one another. Topics have
included "An Advanced Model of Influence and
Motivation Based on Principles of NLP ," "New
Age Thinking" and "Transition Meeting Management." In addition to the professional development training, these meetings have served as a
forum to exchange new perspectives on issues in
which other OESOs may have more experience.

FORSCOM
LTC Walt Stowell
AUTOVON: 588-3537

FORSCOM OE Conference-The HQ
FORSCOM OE office hosted a conference in
Atlanta, GA, 1-3 May 84 for the purpose of improving OE within the command. OESOs from all
major subordinate units of FORSCOM were provided the latest information on changes in OE and
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significant program management issues. The
attendees played a vital role in the identification
and problem solving of problems in FORSCOM.
Their ideas and suggestions will materially
improve the OE program in the future. Our
personal thanks go to the HQDA 0 E office, OECS,
TRADOC OE office, Army National Guard OE
office, and the MILPERCEN OE management
representatives for their generous assistance in
making the conference the success that it was.
Managing Change: A Complex TaskChange is a constant reality, and if organizations
are to adapt successfully, the change must beeffectively managed. With the continued development of the FORSCOM Command Management
System, the FORSCOM Goals and Objectives,
and the results of the Information Systems Planning Study there is a continuing need for complete
integration of these efforts. The FORSCOM OE
office has worked to join forces with the various
organizational proponents to ensure the products
are mutually supportive and enhance the current
management system. To this end, a steering
committee comprised of DCSCOMPT, DCSIRM,
and OE has been formed to provide guidance to
the ad hoc group charged with developing the
actual methods for integrating the sub-systems,
as well as educating the staff as the management
system adjusts over time.
Congratulations-The FORSCOM OE office
extends its best wishes and congratulations to
Colonel Donald K. Griffin as he assumes his
duties as the new OECS Commandant.
Arrival-Major Danny G. McGrew assumed
duties as an OESO in the FORSCOM OE office in
June 84. He came to us from V Corps, USAREUR,
where he served as the Corps' OESO.

National Guard Bureau
LTC Lee Gragg
AUTOVON: 255-1630

We have moved our office space to Crystal
City-the new address is Crystal Mall4 Room 908,
1941 Jefferson Davis Hwy, Washington DC 20376.
Our new phone numbers are AV 225-1630 or
commercial (202) 695-1630/1/2. Other than moving, we have been busy changing planes as we go
out to assist the centers. We have also experienced
a significant increase in requests for consulting
support at division level within the bureau staffan increase that we welcome. Here at Bureau we
also have some gains and losses. The major gain is
SFC Chris Williams who joined us 18 June to be
our administrative NCO/money manager. We
welcome him with open arms and the promise of
plenty of work. Our major loss is MAJ Cruz
Sedillo, who is completing his tour and is moving
on to attend the Marine Corps Command and Staff

College at Quantico, VA. He has done an excellent
job of being the REAL program manager for over
three years and will be sorely missed.
Significant activities in the field include:
Western Center (MAJ Dick Deaner)
We've begun work with high level leadership in
a state Air National Guard unit. We've also done
transition workshops and some followup work for
a state chief of staff, a military academy commandant and a state personnel officer, on-going
operations for a state maintenance officer, and
continuation of long-term operations for a brigade
commander and two battalion commanders.
Things in the works for the near future include a
"train for trainers" session for transitions, a conference for sergeants major and a strategic planning session for a division commander and staff.
We are also putting final touches on a packet
which will help NTC bound organizations insure
success (we have spent considerable time with
units that have been to Ft. Irwin and those on the
way attempting to capture what works).
One of our focuses has been on teaming with RG
and Army HQ OE folks as well as other NGB
OESOs. This effort has expanded our network
and is focused toward providing optimal service to
organizations in our region-we think it is
working welL
Central Center (LTC Dennis Wampler)
The Central Region has stabilized with 3
OESOs and office management handled aptly by
SGT Nancy Reutner. The work has taken some
shifts and changes in direction. The shortage of
personnel in the office has caused us to provide
"train the trainer" packages in selected states so
that they can do transition management and
conduct LMDCs as they choose.
New missions and reorganizations have also
been occurring at a rapid rate which is allowing
the team to do work in reorganizing units in the
states as well as some state organizations. It has
been most gratifying to return to organizations
and assist in strategic planning, futuring, and
reorganizations. A positive trend is appearing
that is allowing the innovative "state department
of military affairs" to work toward being responsive and proactive. The trend is in the form of total
state Guard commitment to the future. The
adjutants general are giving guidance to the staff
and major commands on the desired future of the
Guard organizations: staff and commands are
then planning for the desired future in a collaborative manner. This action reaches down to the
battalion commands and provides direction to all
concerned. The results are positive growth and
better trained organizations for combat that are
preparing to influence their direction through proactive actions. We continue to hear from and use
the resources of the readiness group OESOs.
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Especially like to thank the Leadership Division
at Ft Leavenworth for providing MAJ Larry A.
Smith to put on the LMDTC for the National
Guard.

Eastern Center (LTC Bill Turk)
Operations at various levels of sophistication
are in progress in 14 of the 19 serviced statesranging from high priority Capstone units to an
attempt to systematically address the recruiting
and retention problem of seven neighboring
states. MAJ Ron Latanzi has been assigned with
Special Forces in Germany.
We owe a vote of thanks to several other indi viduals and their states for assisting us in providing
the service requested: Mr. Bob Butehorn,
MDARN G; CPT Bill Stull, KYARN G; CPT Sandy
Wells, NCARNG and SGT Julia Dawn, IDARNG
have all assisted the East in staying even with the
duty requests. They and their states deserve a
hearty "THANK YOU" from the clients of the
Eastern Center as well as from those of us here at
the center. It has been an exhausting quarter, yet
rewarding for all of us. Also, we in the east agree
that the OE Community needs to get together (ala
Emmitsburg) more often-we got a lot of help from
that one.
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OECS
Class 2-84 departed for FTX sites on 1 Aug 84.
Members of the class were assigned to Fort
Benning, Georgia, HQ DESCOM, Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania and Fort Clayton, Panama Canal
Zone. Class 2-84 is scheduled to graduate on 31
Aug 84. Class 3-84 is scheduled to start on 26 Sep
84.
A pilot OE Advance Course will be given from
10-25 Sep 84. The purpose of this course is: to provide OESOs in the field instruction on subjects
added to the 19-week curriculum; and to update
them on the OE program change.
On 25 June 84 COL Donald K. Griffin took over
command of the Organizational Effectiveness
Center and School from COL William W. Witt. MG
Forman, the Chief of Staff TRADOC, was the reviewing officer for the change of command ceremony and passed the colors to the new commandant.
Recent changes in personnel to the school
include LTC Maclachlan who replaced LTC Sullivan as the new Director of Training. LTC
Westpheling has taken over as the Director of
Evaluation and Standardization.
Finally, an OE Executive Seminar is currently
scheduled to be held from 30 Sep - 3 Oct 84 (tentative location is in Kansas City). The seminar is designed to educate the OE Manager on the current
direction of OE in the Army. D
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OESO Course Text Books
The books described below are text books
maintained in the OE Library from which readings were assigned for OESO Class 2-84. The
list does not include the many informative
materials which are issued to students to form
the nucleus of the graduate's professional OE
"library," such as journal article reprints, programmed texts, and OECS publications.
If a check of your nearest library shows that
these books are not available, either within the
library's own collection or through a resource
sharing system in which it participates, the
librarian will probably be interested in seeing
this list. Most librarians appreciate recommendations from their patrons and would far
rather order materials for which there is a
known audience than consult their sometimes
fallible crystal ball .

OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCTION TO THE
COURSE

Kauffman, Draper L.
Systems 1: An Introduction To Systems
Thinking. Future Systems, Inc., c 1980. Available from World Future Society, 4916 St. Elmo
A venue, Washington, DC 20014.
Here it is: the basic text for Systems 101! In a mere 41 pages,
this book introduced a complex discipline by relating systems
thinking to the world as we typically perceive it. The entire
book is assigned as advance reading between in-processing
and the first day of class.

THE ARMY: A COMPLEX SYSTEM

U.S. Army War College
Army Command And Management:
Theory And Practice, 1984 edition. Available
from Department of Command and Management,
USAWC, Carlisle Barracks, PA 17013.
This compact reference text provides the focus for an explanation of Army management systems and practices and is
an excellent primary source for understanding how the Army
runs. Reading assignments a re made from approximately half
the book.

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION/
ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT

U.S. Military Academy
Leadership In Organizations. Available from
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington
D.C. 20402. Book code is S / N 008-027-000021-1;
cost is $27.00 each.
This USMA text, written by members of the Dept. of
Behavioral Sciences and Leadership, is an outstanding source
of content reinforcement for the experiential activities of this
phase of instruction. Although readings are only assigned
from one quarter of the text, students frequently read other
portions of interest on their own.

COMPUTER LITERACY AND ANALYTICAL
PROCESSES

Sanders, Donald H.
Computers Today. McGraw-Hill, c1983.
A solid introductory guide to computer literacy from a
knowledge standpoint: what computers are, what they can
and cannot do, how they are put to work, and how their use can
affect society. Approximately half the book is assigned as preclass reading, and optimistic instructors encourage students to
read the remainder on their own time.

U.S. Dept. of Defense Computer Institute
Selected Computer Articles, 1983-84 edition. Available from National Defense
University, Dept. of Defense Computer Institute,
Washington Navy Yard, Washington, DC 20374.
A compilation of 84 computer-related articles published in
civilian journals between 1980 and 1982 and arranged within
twelve general topics. Articles tend toward the technical side
and present a narrower focus than does the Sanders text,
above. Ten articles relating to subjects covered in classroom
instruction are assigned.

Consumer Guide, editors
The Illustrated Computer Dictionary.
Bantam Books, c1983.
This is a handy guide to "computerese," an integral part of
computer literacy. It defines over 1000 terms, many of which
are acronyms, and includes line drawings for illustration. The
book is provided to students as a reference resource and, by the
looks of copies after use by just two classes, it does get a
workout.
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Townsend, Carl
How To Get Started With MS-DOS: The
Microsoft Operating System For The IBM
Personal Computer. Dilithium Press, c1983.
LeBlond, Geoffrey T., and Cobb, Douglas Ford
Using 1-2-3. Que Corporation, c1983.
Both of these books are provided to students as reference
resources in preparation for hands-on instruction in the use of
IBM or IBM-compatible microcomputers. Both are infinitely
more useful than the standard documentation that accompanies the MS-DOS system or the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet software package.

Saaty, Thomas L.
Decision Making For Leaders: The Analytical Hierarchy Process For Decisions In A
Complex World. Wadsworth, c1982.
The author's approach and system complement, rather than
replace, more commonly used intuitive decision making
strategies. This book provides nonmathematical techniques
for organizing the decision making thought process in a logical
fashion, thereby enabling priorities to be set in a hierarchical
order. This text was not on hand for Class 2-84; Class 3-84 will
be assigned approximately half of the book during the analytical processes portion of this block of instruction.

Brown, Foster Lloyd, and others
Statistical Concepts: A Basic Program,
2nd edition. Harper & Rowe, c1975.
Statistical neophytes quibble with the accuracy of the word
"basic" in this title, possibly because this programmed text is
so brief and tightly packed. It would serve well as a quick review for anyone who has had a basic stat course, however, and
is provided to students as a reference resource.

PROBLEM SOLVING
VanGundy, Arthur B.
Techniques Of Structured Problem
Solving. Van Norstrand Reinhold, c1981.
This is virtually a directory of seventy individual and group
techniques for dealing with all stages of problem identification
and solution. Each technique is fully described, its strengths
and weaknesses are identified, and suggestions are given for
types of situations in which its use would be most appropriate.
Students read the entire book.
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Doyle, Michael, and Straus, David
Manage Your Meetings: The Interaction
Method. Available only from Interaction Associates, Inc., China Basin Building, 185 Berry, Street,
Suite 150, San Francisco, CA 94107.
This workbook serves as a student manual for instruction on
the Interaction Method of meeting management, a systematic
process of problem solving based on group input and interaction. The entire book is assigned in preparation for classroom practice.

Doyle, Michael, and Straus, David
How To Make Meetings Work: The New
Interaction Method. Playboy Press, c1976.
This companion volume to the one above describes the
Interaction Method of meeting management in detail,
emphasizing practical solutions to common problems. It is
provided as a reference resource to augment classroom instruction.

SYSTEMS
Tichey, Noel M.
Managing Strategic Change: Technical,
Political, And Cultural Dynamics. John Wiley
& Sons, c1983.
A well-developed text which applies the author's organizational systems model, based on social network theory, to the
subject of strategic planning and implementation. The entire
book is assigned and discussed in class. (A condensed version
appeared in the journal Organizational Dynamics, Autumn
1982, under the title "Managing Change Strategically: the
Technical, political and Cultural Keys.")

Checkland, Peter
Systems Thinking, Systems Practice. John
Wiley & Sons, c1981.
Not for the faint of heart, this is definitely graduate level
reading and served as one of the primary references for the
development of the current block of instruction on systems.
The author examines systems theory and thought from a
practical standpoint with the intent of showing how the
systems view of the world can be applied to real-world problems. Approximately one-quarter of the book is assigned as
reading; high achievers will, of course, read it cover-to-cover. D
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Organizational Effectiveness (OE) Reference Network, a quick guide for
OESOs, is a compilation of people who have expertise in a particular area
related to Organizational Effectiveness and want to share it with others. We
strongly encourage you to be a part of the network by sending your name,
autovon number, and the area of expertise to the editor.lfyou feel you are an
expert resource in any of the already listed areas, also send your name and
autovon number.
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Reviewed by LTG(RetJ Julius W. Becton, Jr.
For as long as I can remember, the Army has
been trying to develop a book on leadership for all
grades that is readable, enjoyable, concise, complete, and, most importantly, meaningful. While
the Army has not been totally successful, Colonel
"Mike" Malone has done it. Small Unit Leadership: A Commonsense Approach should be
required reading for every commander and leader
from brigade/ regiment/ group down to the fire
team leader or his equivalent. As a matter offact,
it wouldn't be a bad idea if the generals and their
CSMs, as well as the young would-be-leaders, also
read it before putting on their green tabs.
Colonel Malone draws upon his vast knowledge
about soldiers and their proclivity to do the right
thing, given the proper leadership, to produce an
exceptionally easy reading "how-to" book. He
starts with the now easily recognized TASKCONDITIONS-STANDARDS, which were not
available to us brown-shoe soldiers. He then goes
back to the basics in describing Army leadership
and how to recognize the right things when you
see them. His thesis is the development of soldiers
and teamwork are precursory to winning on the
battlefield, provided the all important "will" is
present and high. His final chapter is fundamentally a "how-to" checklist for everyone, the novice
and the general. Malone's personality permeates
the book, and his effective use of an occasional
"war story" undergirds key points.
As a long-time reader and admirer of Mike
Malone, I am convinced that his commonsense
approach will be like the "footprints in the sands
of time," or a good old vintage wine, i.e., remembered, savored, revisited, and dog-eared. Like
Vince Lombardi, Malone believes that "winning
is the only standard." He minces few words in differentiating officer duties-commissioned and
non-commissioned, with particular attention to
details-one of which is, "Generals have no business hanging out of helicopters trying to fight
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small unit actions." His emphasis on the chain of
command and the basics of the Troop Leading
Process, the Estimate of the Situation, and the
Five Paragraph Field Order drives home the
absolute necessity of practicing them in peacetime, as we prepare to fight and win-not just to
survive. His description of the "Stable Path for
Leaders"-candor, commitment, courage and
competence-is the hallmark for all leaders, and
in my judgment is far better articulated than in
the official DA publications. There is no doubt in
the reader's mind what Malone means when he
says, "men in battle can't mess around with little
white lies and private secrets and little games" on
the battlefield.
For those unfortunates who winked at the Ml
pencils used in marksmanship qualification, the
"Parfox-Planned Interdependence" has a very
sobering message as well as a clear demand for
competence.
Mike Malone's brilliant presentation has one
perceptual flaw. He writes only in the male gender.
There is no doubt "where he is coming from" when
he explicitly states in the first chapter that his
book "will describe vividly the demands of the
battlefield," and that its purpose is to describe how
one prepares himself, his soldiers and unit before
the battle begins. In my judgment, however, an
asterisk footnote to the effect that "the use of the
male pronoun is intended to be gender free" would
give credence to the fact that Small Unit Leadership is for all soldiers-regardless of branch or
unit.
Witty, explicit, forthright and subtle, Mike
Malone has another winner. But more importantly, in the words of the publisher, Mike's commonsense approach "may well be the way that
will lead to victory in the first battle of the next
war-which may be the only battle."
A professiona l book for professional soldiers. D
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Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officer Course
Class 1-84
Graduation 18 May 1984
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Alsdurf, Donald L., CPT, USAFS, Augsburg,
APO NY 09458

Ingram, RobertS., CPT, CoD, 1st Bn Tng Bde,
Fort McClellan, AL 36205

Barlow, Kenneth A., MAJ, CS, Mgt Dir, OE,
Wash., D.C. 20310

Kayanan, Leslie F., CPT, HQ NTC,
Fort Irwin, CA 92310

Bartle, Jeanne S., GS-12, HHC, 4th Transcom,
APO NY 09451

Keagle, Renslar R., SFC, HHC, 1st lnf Div,
Fort Riley, KS 66442

Brown, Joseph N. Jr., GS-11, HQ Sixth US Army,
San Francisco, CA 94129

Kolllas, JohnS., SFC, HHC, 73d Sig Bn,
APO NY 09189

Brown, Larry J., CPT, HHC, USATC,
Fort Jackson, SC 29207

Lee, Barbara M., GS-12, HQ DARCOM,
Alexandria, VA 22333

Buehler, David J., CPT(P), HQ DA Readiness Cmd,
Alexandria, VA 22331

Leonard, Patricia M., CPT, HHC, 3d lnf Div,
APO NY 09036

Campbell, Donald M., Jr., CPT, HHC, 8th ID,
APO NY 09111

Long, John F., CPT, Tobyhanna Army Depot,
Tobyhanna, PA 18466

Dey, Michael J., MAJ, USA TCFE,
Fort Eustis, VA 23604

Lopez, John, Jr., CPT, HQ 8th US Army,
APO NY 96301

Eisenhart, Steven R., CPT, HHC, 7th Corps (09107).
w/dy APO NY 09178

Luckett, Shaun L., CPT, HQ 3d Corps Artillery,
Fort Sill, OK 73503

Ellis, Christopher L. CPT, US Mil Comm Act,
APO NY 09696

Mallett, Bernard F., MAJ, 1st Armor Div,
APO NY 09326

Escher, George C., CPT, USA ARMR IV,
Huntsville, AL 35803

Mattison, Gary A.,CPT, USMCA (Munich),
APO NY 09407

Fentress, Wavie W., CPT, HHC V Corps Frankfurt,
APO NY 09079

Maust, Robert A., CPT, USASC&FG,
Fort Gordon, GA 30905

Frazier, Kim L., GS-11, Walter Reed AMC,
Wash DC 20307

Odgers, Barry A., MMCS(USN),
Human Resource Mgt Ctr, Charleston, SC 29408

Frick, Dawn M., GS-11, USMCA Darmstadt,
APO NY 09175

Oliver, Daniel E., CPT, USA TRADOC,
Fort Monroe, VA 23651

Garcia, Anthony R., MAJ, CGSC,
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027

Parker, Ruben, MSG, HHB 1/13th FA,
Fort Stewart, GA 31314

Garner, Steven E., CPT(P), 1st US Army,
Fort Jackson, SC 29207

Plate, Thomas M. CPT, USA Avn Ctr,
Fort Rucker, AL 36362

Gibbons, Robert T., CPT, HHC, 21st SUPCOM,
APO NY 09325

Russo, Christopher S., MAJ, HQ 8th US Army,
APO SF 96301

Grouell, Ruth A., GS-11, Wildflecken, Mil Comm,
APO NY 09026

Schneider, Paul J., CPT, HHC, 193d lnf Bde,
APO Miami 34004

Henderson, Robert L. Jr., CPT, HHD, 3d Armor Div,
APO NY 09039

Taguba, Antonio M., MAJ, USA ARMR VIII,
Aurora, CO 80045

Horton, Jymes M., CPT, HHC, 194th AR Bde,
Fort Knox. KY 40121

Trotter, Richard A., 1SG, Co C, 2/68th Armor,
APO NY 09034
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